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FOREWORD

Concepts for the disposal of radioactive waste in geological formations place
significant emphasis on acquiring extensive knowledge of the proposed host rock and
the surrounding strata. For this reason, Nagra has, since May 1984, been operating
the Grimsel Test Site (GTS) which is located at a depth of 450 m in the crystalline
rock of the Aar Massif of the Central Swiss Alps. The general objectives of the
research being carried out in this underground laboratory incdlude

- the build-up of know-how in planning, performing and interpreting field
experiments in various scientific and technical disciplines and

- the acquisition of practical experience in the development of investigation
methodologies, measuring techniques and test equipment which will be of
use during actual repository site explorations.

The GTS is operated by Nagra and, on the basis of a German-Swiss cooperative
agreement, various experiments are carried out by Nagra, the "Bundesanstalt für
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, Hannover" (BGR) and the "Forschungszentrum für
Umwelt und Gesundheit, München" (GSF). The Grimsel projects of both GSF and
BGR are supported by the German Federal Ministry for Research and Technology
(BMFT). NTB 85-46 (German version NTB 86-47) provides an overview of the
German-Swiss investigation programme. In a special issue of the Nagra Bulletin 1988
(German version "Nagra informiert 1+211988"), the status of the programme up to
1988 is described.

This report was produced in accordance with the cooperation agreement mentioned above. The authors

have presented their own opinions and conclusions which do not necessarily coincide with those of Nagra

or its participating partners.
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VORWORT
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Bei Konzepten, welche die Endlagerung radioaktiver Abfälle in geologischen
Formationen vorsehen, ist die Kenntnis des Wirtgesteins und der angrenzenden
Gesteinsschichten von grundlegender Bedeutung. Die Nagra betreibt deshalb seit Mai
1984 das Felslabor Grimsel (FLG) in 450 m Tiefe im Kristallin des Aarmassivs. Die
generelle Zielsetzung für die Arbeiten in diesem System von Versuchsstollen umfasst

- den Aufbau von Know-how in der Planung, Ausführung und Interpretation
von Untergrundversuchen in verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen und
technischen Fachgebieten, und

- den Erwerb praktischer Erfahrung in der Entwicklung und der Anwendung
von Untersuchungsmethoden, Messverfahren und Messgeräten, die für die
Erkundung von potentiellen Endlagerstandorten in Frage kommen.

Im Felslabor der Nagra werden, auf der Basis eines deutsch-schweizerischen
Zusammenarbeitsvertrages, verschiedene Versuche von den beiden deutschen
Partnern Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, Hannover (BGR) und
Forschungszentrum für Umwelt und Gesundheit GmbH, München (GSF) durchgeführt.
Das Deutsche Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie (BMFT) fördert die
Arbeiten der BGR und der GSF im FLG. Der NTB 85-47 (englische Version NTB 85
46) enthält eine Übersicht des FLG und die Zusammenfassung der Untersuchungs
programme mit Status August 1985. In der Ausgabe 1+2/1988 des Heftes "Nagra
informiert" bzw. der englischen Spezialausgabe "Nagra Bulletin 1988" ist der Stand
der Arbeiten anfangs 1988 beschrieben.

Der vorliegende Bericht wurde im Rahmen der erwähnten Zusammenarbeitsverträge erstellt. Die Autoren

haben ihre eigenen Ansichten und Schlussfolgerungen dargelegt. Diese müssen nicht unbedingt mit
denjenigen der Nagra oder des beteiligten Partners übereinstimmen.
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Lors d'etudes de concepts de stockage de dechets radioactifs dans des formations
geologiques, on attache une grande importance ä I'acquisition d'informations
etendues sur la roche d'accueil et les formations rocheuses environnantes. O'est pour
cette raison que la Cedra exploite depuis mai 1984 son laboratoire souterrain du
Grimsel (LSG) sltue ä 450 m de profondeur dans le cristallin du massif de l'Aar, sltue
au milieu des alpes centrales. Les principaux objectifs des recherches eftectuees
dans ce reseau de galeries comprennent:

- I'acquisition de savoir-faire dans diverses disciplines techniques et
scientifiques en ce qui concerne la conception, la realisation et I'interpretation
d'experlences in situ, ainsi que

- I'accumulation d'expertences pratiques dans la mise au point et I'application
de rnethodes d'in-vestigation, de techniques et d'appareillages de mesure,
qui pourraient etre utiüses lors de I'exploration de sites potentieis de depots
finals.

Le LSG est explolte par la Cedra et diverses experlences y sont realisees par celle-ci
et deux institutions allemandes: la "Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Roh
stoffe, Hannover" (BGR) et le "Forschungszentrum für Umwelt und Gesundheit
GmbH, München" (GSF) dans le cadre d'un traltö de collaboration germano-suisse.
Les projets poursuivis au Grimsel par la BGR et le GSF sont finances par le Ministere
federal allemand de la recherche et de la technologie (BMFT). Les rapports NTB 85
46 (version anglaise) et NTB 85-47 (version allemande) presentent un apercu du
laboratoire souterrain et un resums des programmes de recherches avec etat au mois
d'aoüt 1985. L'etat d'avancement de ce programme en 1988 est presente dans la
publication "Oedra informe 1+2/1988" (version francalse) et "Nagra informiert
1+2/1988" (version allemande), ainsi que dans une edltlon speclale en anglais (Nagra
Bulletin 1988).

Le prssent rapport a ete elabore dans le cadre des collaboration mentionnes. Les auteurs ont presente

leurs vues et conclusions personnelles. Celles-ci ne doivent pas torcement correspondre ä celles de

Nagra ou ses partenaires participants.



Reproduziert mit Bewilligung des Bundesamtes für Landestopographie vom 19.6.1991

Location ot Nagra's underground test facility at the Grimsel Pass in the Central
Alps (Bernese Alps) of Switzerland (approximate scale 1 cm = 25 km).

Geographische Lage des Nagra Felslabors am Grimselpass (Berner Oberland)
in den schweizerischen Zentralalpen (Massstab: 1 cm =ca. 25 km)



GRIMSEL-GEBIET
Blick nach Westen

1 Felslabor
2 Juchlistock
3 Räterichsbodensee
4 Grimselsee
5 Rhonetal

GRIMSEL AREA
View looking West

1 Test Site
2 Juchlistock
3 Lake Raeterichsboden
4 Lake Grimsel
5 Rhone Valley
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This report documents the results of Nagra investigations in the ventilation drift during
Phase 3 (1991 - 1993) at the Grimsel Test Site. The investigations focused on issues
related to the unsaturated zone in the vicinity of underground tunnels induced by the
ventilation.

The unsaturated zone was described through point-measurements of water potential
and water content. The former was measured with thermocouple-psychrometers and
the latter with time-domain reflectometry. Both techniques were specially modified for
the low-permeability crystalline rock. The measurements were performed under re
and desaturation conditions; no irreversible effects due to tunnel ventilation were
observed.

An approach for estimating inflow into the tunnel from low-permeability rock sections
by discrete measurements was also developed. The vapor flux at the tunnel surface is
calculated from measurements of the temperature and relative humidity difference
within a measurement cell (Evapometer). The results were used to perform the water
balance for the first tunnel section of the ventilation drift; comparision with the results
of c1assical ventilation tests from Phase 2 showed that the discharge is slightly lower
(about a factor of two).

A first study for estimating the mean water flux into a tunnel section and its variability,
assuming geostatistical characteristics for discrete point flux measurements was
performed. The study showed that based on a small number of regularly distributed
measurements, Iinked to the structural units of the tunnel section, it is possible to
calculate the mean water flux with an error of less than 20 0/0.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Dieser Bericht dokumentiert die Ergebnisse der Nagra Untersuchungen im 
Ventilationsstollen aus der Phase 3 (1991 - 1993) des Felslabor Grimsel. Die 
Experimente konzentrieren sich auf die ungesãttigte Zone in der Umgebung von 
untertãgigen Stollen, die durch die Ventilation hevorgerufen wird. 

Die ungesãttigte Zone kann durch Punktmessungen von Wasserpotential und 
Wassergehalt beschrieben werden. Ersteres wird mit Thermocouple-Psychrometer 
und letzteres unter der Verwendung der Time-Domain-Reflectometry Technik 
gemessen. Die beiden Methoden wurden speziell auf das geringdurchlãssige 
kristalline Gestein angepasst. Die Messungen wurden unter Auf- und Entsãttigungs
bedingungen ausgeführt; es konnten keine durch die Tunnelventilation hevorgerufene 
irreversiblen Effekte festgestellt werden. 

Es wurde eine Methode entwickelt den Wasserzufluss von geringdurchlãssigen 
Gesteinsbereichen in den Stollen mit Hilfe von diskreten Messungen zu erfassen. Die 
Verdunstung auf der Stollenoberflãche wird durch Temperatur- und relative Feuchte 
Differenzmessungen in einer Messküvette (Evapometer) gemessen. Die Resultate 
benutzte man, um eine Wasserbilanz für den ersten Abschnitt des Ventilations
teststollen aufzustellen; im Vergleich mit den Resultaten des klassischen Ventilations
teste s aus Phase 2 zeigt sich ein geringer Zufluss (ungefãhr Faktor zwei). 

Eine erste Studie wurde durchgeführt den durchschnittlichen Wasserzufluss in 
Tunnelabschnitte und seine Variabilitãt abzuschãtzen. Zugrunde legte man die 
geostatistischen Charakteristika von diskreten Punktmessungen. Die Studie zeigte, 
dass basierend auf einer kleinen Zahl von regelmãssig verteilten Messungen, die von 
den angetroffenen strukturellen Einheiten des Tunnelabschnittes abhãngen, es 
mõglich ist den durchschnittlichen Wasserzufluss mit einem Fehler kleiner als 20 % zu 
berechnen. 
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RESUME 

Le présent rapport documente les résultats des investigations de la Cédra dans le 
tunnel de ventilation durant la phase 3 (1991 - 1993) sur le site du. laboratoire 
souterrain du Grimsel. Les études furent axées sur des sujets liés à la zone non 
saturée se formant au pourtour des tunnels sous l'effet de la ventilation. 

La zone non saturée fut décrite grâce à des mesures ponctuelles du potentiel 
hydraulique et de la saturation en eau. Le potentiel hydraulique fut mesuré avec des 
psychromètres à thermocouple et le contenu en eau grâce à la technique "time
domain reflectometry". Ces procédés de mesure ont tous deux été adaptés au milieu 
cristallin peu perméable. Les mesures furent effectuées en phase de saturation 
comme de désaturation de la matrice rocheuse; aucun effet irréversible dû à la 
ventilation du tunnel ne put être mis en évidence. 

Une méthode originale basée sur des mesures discrètes fut développée pour estimer 
le flux d'eau des sections peu perméables de la roche vers le tunnel. Le flux de 
vapeur à la surface du tunnel est calculé à partir de mesures différentielles de 
température et d'humidité relative dans une cuvette de mesure (évapomètre). Les 
résultats servirent à estimer le bilan de flux d'eau pour la première section du tunnel 
de ventilation; une comparaison avec les résultats des tests de ventilation classiques 
de la phase 2 montrèrent que le flux est légèrement inférieur (facteur 2 environ). 

Une première étude fut entreprise avec pour objectif la mesure de la moyenne et de la 
variabilité du flux d'eau vers la section isolée du tunnel, en postulant une ·distribution 
géostatistique des points discrets de mesure du flux. L'étude démontra que, se basant 
sur un faible nombre de mesures régulièrement distribuées en fonction des unités 
structurelles du tronçon de tunnel, il est possible de calculer la moyenne du flux d'eau 
avec une erreur de moins de 200/0. 
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Figure 1.1 Overview of Ventilation Site with observation boreholes. The lampro
phyre dikes are not shown.

Figure 2.1: Calibration curves of the used thermocouple psychometers used. The
dashed and dashed-dotted lines are from the calibration before (A)
and after (B) the saturatlon experiment, the solid ones from the
calibration after the desaturation experiment (C). Only one calibration
exists for TPs 1,2,9, and 10, only two for TP 7.

Figure 2.2: Typical signal of a rock probe. The solid line represents the original
signal, whereas the dashed line shows the first derivative of the
smoothed signal, which allows the evaluation of the signal length or
travel time t'. The offset to caused by the head of the probe is 0.52
ns.

Figure 2.3: Regression between volumetrie water content and composite
dielectric number for the surface probe. The dashed lines indicate
theoretical relations based on the composite dielectric approach with
Cl =0.5 or 1.0, cs =5,5, and porosity =0.01.

Figure 2.4: Regression between volumetrie water content and composite dielec
tric number for the rock probe. The dashed line indicates the theore
tical relation based on the composite dielectric approach, with Cl =
0,5, cs = 5.5, and porosity = 0.012.

Figure 2.5: Water retention curve of the rock at the experimental site. Mean
values of all sampies are shown as large circles, single observations
as small crosses. The shaded area encloses two times the
corresponding standard deviations of the volumetrie water content
(after SCHNEEBELl et. al., 1990).

Figure 2.6: Instrumentation of the granite column with bulk (rock) electrodes
(BE1 to BE3) and surface electrodes (SE1 to SE4).

Figure 2.7: Composite dielectric number ce measured at the lower level of the
granite column as a function of time elapsed after the beginning of
capillary rise of deionized water.

Figure 2.8: Composite dielectric number ce measured at the intermediate level of
the granite column as a function of time elapsed after the beginning
of capillary rise of deionized water.

Figure 2.9: Composite dielectric number ce measured at the upper level of the
granite column as a function of time elapsed after the beginning of
capillary rise of deionized water.

Figure 2.10: Composite dielectric number ce measured at the lower level of the
granite column as a function of time elapsed after the beginning of
capillary rise of deionized water (Iong times).
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Figure 2.11: Composite dielectric number ce measured at the intermediate level of
the granite column as a function of time elapsed after the beginning
of capillary rise of deionized water (Iong times).

Figure 2.12: Composite dielectric number ce measured at the upper level of the
granite column as a function of time elapsed after the beginning of
capillary rise of deionized water (Iong times).

Figure 2.13: Bulk (BEC) and surface electrical conductivity (SEC) measured
during the capillary rise of deionized water at the lower level.

Figure 2.14: Bulk (BEC) and surface electrical conductivity (SEC)' measured
during the capillary rise of deionized water at the intermediate level.

Figure 2.15: Bulk Electrical Conductivities (BEC) measured at the three levels
after exchange of the water in the reservoir at the bottom with 0.01 M
KCI solution at day O.

Figure 2.16: Location of the dye front on the external side of the granite column
after exchange of the water in the reservoir at the bottom with a salt
and dye solution at day o.

Figure 2.17: Schematic view of the instrumentation at the experimental site (not to
scale). On the right side the installation depths are given in centime
ters.

Figure 2.18: Relative humidity at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the
saturation experiment (1 hour mean values).

Figure 2.19: Temperature at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the satur
ation experiment (1 hour mean values).

Figure 2.20: Relative humidity at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the
desaturation experiment (1 hour mean values). Solid lines represent
data measured with the dew-point mirror, dashed lines are interpola
tions based on data of MEIER et al. (1992).

Figure 2.21: Temperature at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the
desaturation experiment (single measurements all 10min).

Figure 2.22: Relative humidity at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the
desaturation experiment. The solid line respresents data of MEIER et
al. (1992), whereas the dashed line shows 6 hour means calculated
from the measurements with the dew-point mirror.

Figure 2.23: Changes in water potential at different depths during saturation, mea
sured withthermocouple psychrometers. At day zero (Julian day 64,
1991), the ventilation of the tunnel was stopped. See text for mea
surement uncertainties.
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Figure 2.24: Changes in water potential at different depths during desaturation,
measured with thermocouple psychrometers. At day zero (Julian day
330, 1991), the relative humidity at the tunnel surface was changed
approximately from 97 % to 70 0/0. See text for measurement
uncertainties.

Figure 2.25: Profiles of the water potential at the experimental site during the
saturation phase. See text for measurement uncertainties.

Figure 2.26: Profiles of the water potential at the experimental site following a
sudden decrease in the relative humidity of the tunnel air
(desaturation phase). See text for measurement uncertainties.

Figure 2.27: Development of hydraulic heads in packered sections of boreholes
BOVE 84011 and BOVE 84018 opposite the experimental site,
during the saturation phase (data from KULL & PLANEK, 1992).

Figure 2.28: Development of hydraulic heads in packered sections of boreholes
BOVE 84011 and BOVE 84018 opposite the experimental site,
during the desaturation phase (data from KULL & PLANEK, 1992;
1993).

Figure 2.29: Changes in water potential in the air during the desaturation of the
VE-drift (calculated from 6 hour mean values of relative humidity)
compared to the changes in the rock at 2 cm depth.

Figure 2.30: Changes in the composite dielectric number of rock probes (Ieft
ordinate) and surface probe (right ordinate) as a function of time
during the saturation phase. .

Figure 2.31: Changes in the composite dielectric number of rock probes (Ieft
ordinate) and surface probe (right ordinate) as a function of time
during the desaturation phase.

Figure 2.32: Differences between actual and initial volumetrie water content, ilS,
induced by stopping the ventilation in the drift (saturation phase, a) or
by reducing the relative humidity of ambient air (desaturation phase,
b). See text for measurement uncertainties.

Figure 2.33: Differences between actual and initial volumetrie water content, ilS,
during the desaturation phase expected from the measured changes
in water potential and the water retention curve (a), as compared with
changes in water content observed using the TDR-technique (b).

Figure 3.1: Basic principle of the evapometer.

Figure 3.2: Components of the evapometer-system. The letters a-f correspond to
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the complete Evapometer set-up in the GTS with
the data-acquisition and telecommunication system.
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Figure 3.4: Thin seetion of a) grain boundary pores in granodiorite matrix and b)
fault gouge in a reaetivated shear-zone. Seale: width of photograph
eorresponds to 1 mm a) and 1 em b) respeetively.

Figure 3.5: Measurement loeations in the ventilation tunnel, Grimsel Test Site
(GTS) and the 5 struetural units. Plane view of the tunnel surfaee.

Figure 3.6: Bypass test: Prineiple a) and in-situ eonfiguration b).

Figure 3.7: Presentation of measured quantities (a - e) and the flux ealeulation
(d).

Figure 3.8: Relative humidity at referenee and messurement station (Ieft) and
bypass-eorreeted fluxes at both stations (right). Dataset No 1 eorre
sponds with loeation in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.9: Granodiorite matrix. Relative humidity (Ieft) and eorreeted flux (right)
at referenee and measurement stations. Ths dataset eorresponds
with loeation 22 in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.10: Reaetivated shear-zone (measurement station), matrix (referenee
station). Relative humidity (Ieft) and eorreeted fluxes (right). This data
set eorresponds with loeation 7 in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.11: Lamprophyre (measurement station), matrix (referenee station).
Relative humidity (Ieft) and correeted fluxes (right). This dataset
eorresponds with loeation 31 in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.12: Extension fraeture (measurement station), matrix (referenee station).
Relative humidity (Ieft) and eorreeted fluxes (right). This dataset
eorresponds with loeation 32 in Figure 3.5.

Figure 4.1: Prineiple of water inflow measurements
a) plastie sheeting, liquid water
b) evapometer, water vapor

Figure 4.2: Tunnel elimate (top) and partition of diseharge: total, shear-zone and
matrix (bottorn).

Figure 4.3: Comparison of diseharges derived by the c1assieal ventilation test and
the Evapometer, in the matrix. Loeation: Ventilation drift, forward part.
Area: 220 m2. The eorresponding tunnel c1imate is shown in Figure
4.2 (top).

Figure 4.4: Discharge variogram of all struetural units.

Figure 4.5: Extension varianee of the matrix as a funetion of the population size.
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Figura 4.6:

Figura 4.7:

Error tolerance (one standard deviation) in relation to the number of
measurements in all structural units.

Ventilation test results comparied with the results of the point mea
surements.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND REPORT OVERVIEW

(FRlEG, B. & VOMVORIS, S.)

1.1 BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

NAGRA NTB 93-10

The determination of hydraulic properties in low-permeability rocks as a basis for
modeling possible nuclide migration from a deep underground repository is one of the
key hydrogeological questions for site characterization programs in such potential host
formations. The Grimsel Test Site (GTS) ofters a unique opportunity to investigate
some of the relevant methodological and technical questions. An overview of the GTS
experiments from 1983-1990 can be found in LIEB (1988).

Within the framework of a joint research program, Nagra and the GSF ("GSF
Forschungszentrum für Umwelt und Gesundheit GmbH, Institut für Tieflagerung") in
Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany, carried out various experiments in the
ventilation drift of the GTS during the years 1991-1993. An schematic overview of the
ventilation test site with all observation boreholes is shown in Figure 1.1.

The initial experiments in the ventilation drift (VE-site) were originally conceived to
focus on the question of determining the "macropermeability" of low-permeablility rock
sections (KULL et al., 1993). As input one should use the inflow into sections of the
drift, as weil as measurements of the hydraulic head distribution in the formation.
Controlled ventilation was used as one of the techniques to measure the inflow, which
in very low permeability rocks, occurs in the vapor phase.

The GSF has been the principal investigator at the VE-site since 1985 focusing on the
above-mentioned topic. An overview of the GSFs activities for investigation Phase 1
and Phase 2 of the GTS (1983-1990) and a list of the numerous publications can be
found in NTB 91-02 (KULL et al., 1993).

The Nagra field and modeling activities during Phase 2 (1988-1990) in the ventilation
drift are documented in VOMVORIS & FRIEG (1992). The results of these
investigations also assisted in the preparation of the GTS Phase 3 (1991-1993)
programs. Naqra's interests during this phase encompassed a more detailed
geological characterization of the drift, accompanied by detailed measurement of the
inflows into the drift and their spatial variability. A further objective included the
development of modeling capabilities, in particular with respect to inverse modeling.

The present report focuses on the documentation of the Nagra investigations during
Phase 3 (1991-1993). The aims of the activities were:

- Conceptualization of physical processes in the vicinity of the drift, in particular the
development of an unsaturated zone

- Measurement of the hydraulic parameters required for two-phase flow modeling
under different temporal, geometric and climatic boundary conditions.

- Development of complementary or alternative methods to the classical ventilation
test approach for measuring the inflow into the drift from a low-permeability rock
section.
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- Assessment of the required changes for the application of the results and
methodologies developed at the GTS to other sites with different types of rock.

The experiments were mainly carried out in the frontal chamber of the ventilation drift
with assistance from the GSF (Project Manager Mr.H.Kull).

1.2 FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS IN THE VE-DRIFT

Within the joint research program at GTS further investigations in the VE-drift were
performed by the GSF in the period from 1991 to 1993. The main results of laboratory
experiments, in-situ tests and modeling work will be published in KULL & MIEHE
(1994). The GSF investigations at the GTS were focused on the determination of
hydraulic properties of the rock matrix near the VE-drift wall. It was expected that the
ventilation would cause an unsaturated zone in the near-field, with effects on the
water flow in the surrounding rock mass.

Using long-term in situ tests, the water balance in the rear chamber, as intluenced by
climatic conditions, was investigated. For this purpose, the air temperature in the
approx. 40-m-long drift section was increased stepwise from 12 oe to 40 oe under
decreasing air humidity. It was shown that the rock mass releases more moisture via
vaporization (diffusion of water vapor/Fick's law) than can be replaced by the hydraulic
gradient (hydraulic flow/Oarcy's law). Together with NAGRA, the long-term evolution of
water pressure in the near-field was determined by monitoring the hydraulic pressure
in more than 30 individual borehole sections, up to a radial distance of 25 m from the
drift. These data were used for the calculation of the hydraulic gradient and the mean
rock mass permeability and for the estimation of the hydraulic sink caused by the VE
drift. The transmissivity of larger rock masses and the boundary conditions for
modeling the hydraulic flow were determined by hydraulic (constant flow) tests.

The drillcores were analyzed using ultraviolett and scanning-electron microscopy in
order to determine the flowpaths and pore structures of the rock matrix. Micrometer
sized intergranular pore spaces, and not microfissures, seem to constitute the main
flowpath within the undisturbed matrix. The petrophysical properties of the rock matrix,
such as relative permeability and capillary pressure, were also determined. Both
parameters are required for modeling the two-phase flow. The high capillary pressure
measured already with slight saturation changes is as much specific to the Grimsel
Granodiorite as the high degree of residual water saturation (connate water). The
fitted curves of relative permeability versus saturation for the Granodiorite differ from
those determined for higher permeability formations.

With the knowledge of these basic parameters, a numerical near-field model (20 and
30 model) of the VE-drift was established in order to simulate specific hydraulic
properties of the rock matrix as a dual porosity and permeability system. The main
effort was focused on the influence of the two-phase flow phenomena on the in situ
hydraulic conditions, considering diffusion as the dominant process.

From modeling it was concluded that the water-saturated rock mass is only partially
desaturated by the drift ventilation within a very confined area and that this is a
reversible process.
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1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION

The form of the report as an edited volume was chosen to give credit to all persons
involved in the particular subtasks; three relatively stand-alone chapters are included
as described below.

Chapter 2 (GIMMI, T., SCHNEEBELl, M., FLÜHLER, H., WYDLER, H., BAER, T.,
LÄSER, H.P., MALICKI, M. & WALCZAK, R.): The results from the investigations
of the unsaturated zone in the vicinity of a ventilated tunnel section in the GTS
are presented. In a first phase the capability of measuring water potential and
water content in granodioritic rock such as that at the GTS was demonstrated with
laboratory studies and a water retention curve was measured. In the second
phase measurements were performed under different "climatic" conditions in-situ
in the ventilation drift. The field results from these pilot tests and additional
laboratory experiments with improved techniques were the basis for designing
further investigations in the near-field of the GTS.

Chapter 3 (MEIER, E., BOSSART, P., BAERTSCHI, P. & FRIEG, B.): Following
the development of a new method and corresponding equipment for measuring
evaporation rates (vapor flux) from a low-permeability rock section into an
excavated tunnel discrete measurements were carried out in the ventilation drift.

Chapter 4 (BOSSART, P., LANG, J. & RAZ, U.): In this section the results from
Chapter 3 are used to perform a water balance for the separate frontal chamber
of the ventilation drift and compare it with previous results. Additionally, a
measurement strategy for the discrete measurement approach was set up to
facilitate the transferability of the method to other sites with different types of low
permeability rock.

Finally in Chapter 5 the Nagra investigators B.Frieg and S.Vomvoris summarize and
discuss the most important results of the Nagra activities and identify the areas for
possible future investigations.
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2 NEAR-FIELD2-PHASE PHENOMENA

(GIMMI, T., SCHNEEBELl, M., FLÜHLER, H., WYDLER, H.,
BAER, T., LÄSER, H.P., MALICKI, M. & WALCZAK, R.)

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of rock matrix which is not water saturated may have a great influence
on the hydrology in subsurface waste repositories. It can change the conception of the
near-field with respect to gas release trom the repository, at least during the early part
of the post-closure phase. Oue to the initial ventilation of the tunnel with ambient air the
rock matrix dries out. An unsaturated region develops when evaporation exceeds
saturated flow from the undisturbed surrounding zone which is, at the Grimsel Test
Site (GTS) for example, under a hydrostatic pressure of about 3 to 4 MPa. In some
packe red boreholes, at a radial distance up to three meters from the tunnel, the
hydrostatic potential at the Grimsel Test Site was occasionally zero or slightly negative,
which would indicate unsaturated conditions. On evaporating surfaces of the compact
granodiorite exudation of uranium oxide was observed, indicating solute flow through
the unsaturated matrix (BAERTSCHI et al., 1991).

To quantify the extent and physical properties of the unsaturated zone, a joint project
between Nagra and ETH Zürich was initiated. In a preliminary laboratory study
(SCHNEEBELl et al., 1990), porosity and pore distribution of the rocks, as weil as
methods to determine water potential and water content, were evaluated. The porosity
of the granitic rock at Grimsel ls in the order ot 1% by volume.

To measure the hydrological changes in the rock induced by ventilation activities the
following techniques were used: thermocouple psychrometers for the water potential in
the rock, time-domain-reflectometry (TOR) for the changes in water content, and a
dew-point mirror for the changes in air humidity and water potential in air. Neither the
thermocouple psychrometers nor the TOR have, to the knowledge of the authors,
previously been used in granodioritic rock with such a low porosity to determine water
potential and water content.

2.2 METHODS

2.2.1 Measurement 01 Water Potential In Granite wlth TPs

2.2.1.1 Theory

The principles of thermocouple psychrometers (TP), which were used to measure the
water potential in the rock matrix, are described in detail in RAWLINS & CAMPBELL
(1986). Psychrometer readings are proportional to the relative humidity or partial
pressure of water vapor in the porous medium. From the relative humidity the potential
of the water vapor may be calculated, which - at equilibrium between the two phases 
equals the potential of liquid water:
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'l'w = (PwRT1 Mw)ln (Pv Ipv' [MPa] (1 )

where:
'l'w = total water potential (negative in the unsaturated [MPa]

range)

Pw = density of water [g ml-1]

R = universal gas constant (8.314) [J mol-1 K-1]

T = temperature [K]
Mw = molecular weight of water [g mol-1]

Pv = actual vapor pressure [hPa]

Pv° = vapor pressure at saturation [hPa]

The water potential 'l'w expresses the potential energy of water per unit volume of
water, relative to a standard reference state. The standard state generally used ls that
of pure water at atmospheric pressure and at a reference temperature and elevation.
The total water potential may be divided up into different components, Iike gravitational
potential 'l'g, capillary potential 'l'o hydrostatic pressure potential 'l'p, and osmotic or
solute potential 'l'n. Note that sometimes the water potential is given in units of energy
per mass, which equals 'l'w divided by Pw, whereas the pressure head in units of
length is obtained by dividing Eq. (1) through gpw, g being the gravity constant. It is
important to notice that in general the upper measurement llmlt of psychrometers ls
considered to be in the range of -0.1 MPa (RAWLINS & CAMPBELL, 1986).

2.2.1.2 Calibration

The psychrometers were calibrated at the beginning (A) and at the end (B) of the
saturation phase, as weil as at the beginning of the desaturation phase (C) (see Figure
2.1). The calibrations were done in the VE-drift using NaCI solutions of different
concentrations. The psychrometers were inserted into holes drilled into a block of a
porous plastic material, which was immersed partially in the salt solution. The readings
of the electrostatic potential U [J.1V] were generally taken 1112 hours later. The total
water potential is given by the osmotic potential of the solution, since the pressure,
temperature, and elevation of the VE-drift define the standard state and the water is
assumed to be at atmospheric pressure (the contribution of the capillary potential ls
negligible). The osmotic potential 'l'n ls related to the activity of water in solution
according to

'l'n = -1C = (RTI V1) In 81 = (RT1V1) In (X1 f1) [MPa] (2)

where:
'l'n = osmotic potential [MPa]
1C = osmotic pressure [MPa]
81 = activity of the solvent (water) [-]
X1 = mole fraction of solvent [-]
f1 = activity coefficient of solvent [-]
'11 = mean partial molar volume of the solvent at [mi mol-1]

the reference temperature T0
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Here, the partial molar volume of the solvent is assumed to be independent of
pressure and equal to V1, whieh is approximately true for a liquid with relatively low
eompressibility. It ls givenby

where:
C1 = molareoneentration of water in solution
V = volume of solution
n1 = number of molesof water in solution
p1 = densityof water in solution
Mt = moleeular massof water

[mi mol-1] (3)

[mol ml-1]

[mi]
[-]
[g ml-1]

[g mol-1]

Usually the aetivity eoeffieient of water in solution approximates 1, sinee we are rather
elose to the standard state (pure water). The mole fraetion of water, x 1, is equal to
1 -ltXj, where xj(i>1) are the mole fraetions of the solutes. In general, X1 is related to
the eoneentrations of solutes by

k

P - ~ MCj
[-] (4)X1 = k

P + ~ (Mt-Mj) Cj

where:
p = densityof solution [g ml-1]
Mj = moleeular mass of solvent (i =1) or solutes (i >1) [g mol-1]
Cj = molarsolute eoneentrations (i >1) [mol ml-1]

If we approximate both densities, p and P1, with the density of pure water, P1°, we
obtain the following expression for the osmotie potential:

where:

[

P1°-tMjej )
'l'n = C1° RT In ~k-

P1°+ ~ (M1-Mj)Cj

C1° = molareoneentration of pure solvent(water)

[MPa]

[mol ml-1]

(5)

When fXj, the sum of the mole fraetions of solutes, is mueh less than 1, In(1-~xj) ==
- fXj, Le. the logarithm in Eq. (2) ean be linearly approximated, and >;Xi = ~ni r~ni ==
~ni / n1. This leadsfinally to Van'tHoftls equation:

[MPa] (6)
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Depth of
Installation TP Number a b c r2

rem]

5~ 1 -0.013 -3.14 0.845 .9969

5# 2 0.025 -0.418 0.012 .9969

10 3 -0.023 -0.339 0.007 .9965

20 8 0.008 -0.402 0.011 .9992

40 5 0.022 -0.436 0.015 .9954

80 6 0.026 -0.384 0.007 .9995

160 7 0.015 -0.321 0.004 .9926

Table 2.1: Calibration parameters and correlation coefficients r2 for the
thermocouple psychrometers, based on calibrations (A) and (8), used
during the saturation phase. 'Pw = a + b-U + c-U 2, where 'Pw is the
water potential [MPa] and Uthe psychrometer reading [JlV].
, from beginning of the saturation phase till day 49 after start.
# from day 55 to 155 after start of saturation phase.

Depth of
Installation TP Number a b c r2

rem]

2 9 -.01564 -.3122 - .9988

5 3 -.06484 -.3619 .005067 .9969

10 8 -.01666 -.3716 .004365 .9965

20 5 -.06392 -.3695 .004977 .9954

40 6 -.003012 -.3790 .006834 .9995

80 11 -.01958 -.3784 - .9926

160 10 -.03597 -.2899 - .9992

Table 2.2: Calibration parameters and correlation coefficients r2 for the
thermocouple psychrometers, based on calibration (C), used during the
desaturation phase. 'Pw = a + b-U + c-U 2, where 'Pw ls the water
potential [MPa] and U the psychrometer reading [JlV].
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Figure 2.1: Calibration curves of the thermocouple psychrometers used. The
dashed and dashed-dotted Iines are from the calibrations before (A) and
after (8) the saturation experiment, the solid ones from the calibration
before the desaturation experiment (C). Only one calibration exists for
TPs 1, 2, 9, and 10, only two for TP 7.
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Eq. (5) and (6) differ only slightly in the higher concentration range. We used 0.64,
0.32, 0.16, 0.08,0.04 and 0.02 M NaCI solutions as weil as deionized water, and
calculated the osmotic potential according to Eq. (5). In Figure 2.1 the results of the
calibrations are shown.

For the saturation phase, the data points of calibration (A) and (B) are used together,
since the drifts are generally small. For the desaturation phase, the water potentials
are evaluated using the third calibration (C). The corresponding parameters for a linear
or quadratic fit are given in Table 2.1 for the saturation and in Table 2.2 for the
desaturation phase (after SCHNEEBELl et al., 1992; GIMMI et al., 1992). The average
linear slope of all psychrometers used in the desaturation phase was -0.323 MPa J,LV-1.

2.2.1.3 Installation

In order to install the psychrometers in the rock, access holes of 12 mm diameter had
to be drilled, which were sealed off afterwards with a lacquer. At the end of these
access holes a smaller hole was drilled into which the teflon tip of the psychrometers
fitted snugly. The psychrometers were mounted on the plastic tip of an access tube,
which was sealed against the rock with an O-ring. The detailed procedure for installing
the TPs in the rock is described in SAER et al. (1992).

2.2.2 Determination of Water Content In Granite wlth TOR

2.2.2.1 Theory

Time-domain-reflectometry (TDR) ls one of the standard methods used to determine
soil water content. The application of this method to granite is challenging because of
the very low water contents and the problems to insert probes into the rock. TOR is an
indirect method measuring the propagation velocity of an electromagnetic wave
through the surrounding medium. This velocity is substantially lower in water than in
other materials. It is inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency
dependent dielectric constant of the medium. Usually, dielectric numbers E relative to
the value in vacuum are reported. Thus E is by definition 1 for vacuum, about 1.003 tor
alr, between 4 and 7 for pure soil or rock material, and 78.54 for water at 250C. For a
mixture of materials, the composite dielectric number EC depends on the orientation of
the matertals as weil as of the electromagnetic field. The mixing law (ROTH et al.,
1990) for a three-phase materiallike rock ls given by

where:

[-] (7)

11 = porosity of the porous medium [-]
8 = volume fraction of the aqueous phase [-]
11-8 = volume fraction of the gaseous phase [-]
EC = composite dielectric number of the medium [-]
ES = dielectric number of the solid phase [-]
Ew = dielectric number of the aqueous phase [-]
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Ea = dieleetrie number ot the gaseous phase
a = form parameter
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[-]
[-]

The form parameter a is 1 if the eleetromagnetie field is parallel to the layering, and -1
if the field is perpendieular. For an isotropie medium a = 0.5. Even in a stratified
material the fieldlines ereated by a typieal TOR probe eross the layers in a randomly
distributed manner. This forees a = 0.5, l.e, it guarantees a high insensitivity of the
TOR to anisotropy in the material. This is valid even for a maeroseopieally anisotropie
materiallike gneiss.

The eomposite dieleetrie number relates to the propagation veloeity Vp or the travel
time t of a voltage pulse baek and forth along a transmission line aeeording to

Vp =
2L Co

[m nsl] (8)T = -s;

where:
Vp = propagation velocity of a voltage pulse [m ns-1]

L = length of the transmission line or probe [m]
t = travel time of a voltage pulse baek and forth the [ns]

transmission line
Co = veloeity of light in vaeuum (0.2998) [m ns-1]

The travel time t ot the pulse must be determined from the more or less sudden rise or
deerease of the TOR traee. For that purpose, the digitally reeorded signals1 were first
smoothed using a Fourier transform low-pass filter (PRESS et al,, 1986), with a
smoothing window of 15 pixels eorresponding to 0.40 ns, whieh equals about 8% of the
entire signal. This width eorresponds to the range of eliminated frequeneies and was
kept eonstant tor all signals as weil as for the ealibration reeords. lf it were too large,
the signal would be unaeeeptably distorted. On the other hand, if it were too smalI, the
smoothed data would show short-range oseillations. The purpose of signal filtering is to
remove the noise and obtain smooth numerieal first derivatives. In the intervals with
the first derivative exeeeding a eertain threshold value, the root of the second deriva
tive was estimated by a linear interpolation between the points above and below zero.
By using a threshold value for the first derivative, possible intermediate reflections
were ignored. For each signal two points of inflexion were found in this way. They
define the signallength {s in pixels or the travel times t' and t, which are related by

t = t' - to.

20 {sddiv
r = 251 vtxo Co

[ns]

[ns]

(9)

(10)

1TheTOR signalswere recorded using a Tektronix 15028 CableTester and a Macintosh computer.
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where:
t = travel time of pulse through probe (back and forth) [ns]
r = travel time of pulse through head and probe [ns]

to = offset caused by the head of the TOR probe [ns]
(s = signallength through head and probe [pixel]

ddiv = instrument constant (distance per division) [m]

vpro = instrument constant (relative velocity of [-]
propagation) [-]

Co = velocity of light in vacuum(0.2998) [m ns-1]

Figure 2.2 shows a typical signal and the evaluated travel time r as weil as the offset
to- The composite dielectric number €c can now be calculated either from Eq.(7) or with
the help of an additional measurement trefwith the same probe in a reference medium
ot known dielectric constant €ref:

(11 )

er

€c = t 2
(tref) €ref (12)
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Figure 2.2: Typical signal of a rock probe. The solid line represents the original
signal, whereas the dashed line shows the first derivative of the
smoothed signal, which allows the evaluation of the signal length or
travel time t: The offset to caused by the head of the probe is 0.52 ns.
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Noof Probe Type Installation Depth Length of Probe SlgnalOffset
[m] [m] [n8]

1 surface 0 0.399 0.25

2 depth 0-0.3 0.298 0.52

3 depth 0.3 - 0.6 0.293 0.52
*4 depth 0.6 - 0.85 0.246 0.52

00 surface calibration probe 0.271 0.20

99 depth calibration probe 0.253 0.45
* Value estimated, because the length of the electrodes is notexactly known.

Table 2.3: Positions, mean lengths and offsets of the TOR probes.

where:
ec = composite dielectric number of test medium [-]
EC = dielectric number of the reference medium [-]
t = travel time through test medium [ns]

tref = travel time through referenee medium [ns]
L = length of TOR probe [m]

Co = velocity of light in vaeuum (0.2998) [m ns-1]

The offsets of our probes were ealeulated by determining the aetual travel times t' in
air, and subtracting the theoretical travel times t for a probe in air (rock probes), or by
extrapolating the travel times t' for different probe lengths toa length of zero (surface
probe). The offset values are given in Table 2.3. The TOR traees of the experiments
are evaluated according to Eq. (9).

2.2.2.2 Calibration

Using Eq. (7) and assuming an isotropie medium (a = 0.5), no additional calibration is
needed to determine the volumetrie water eontent from EC, if the volume fractions of the
different phases are known:

6 = ECa - (1-17)Esa - 17Eaa

EWX- Eaa

where:
6 = volumetrie water content of the rock

17 = porosity of the rock
ec = composite dielectric number of the rock

Es = dielectric number of the solid phase
Ew = dieleetrie number of the aqueous phase

ES = dieleetrie number ot the gaseous phase
a = form parameter

[-] (13)

[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
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Nevertheless, an independent calibration between volumetrie water content 8 and
composite dielectric constant EC was made to verify that no additional effects Iike
bound water in clay minerals, which behaves dielectrically more Iike ice, have to be
considered. The same types of probes as in the rock laboratory were used, l.a, a
surface probe which consists of three, 1 cm broad copper sheets glued onto the rock
and a rock probe made from 1 cm diameter copper rods. The rock sampie was dried,
placed under vacuum, flushed with thoroughly deaerated water, and put under a
hydraulic pressure of 0.2 MPa during 24 hours. After this time the sampie was
considered saturated and the weight and the TDR signal were recorded. The sampie
was then allowed to dry out in steps, first in the air and afterwards under vacuum in an
exsiccator until the initial dry weight was again reached. At each step, the rock was
exposed to air during one day, and was then wrapped in plastic to reach hydraulic
equilibrium again.

The test sampie for the surface probe was granodiorite from the heater test drift (WT).
This granodiorite ls more compressed than the granodiorite in the VE-drift, and
therefore has a somewhat lower porosity. The sampie was 274 mm long, 151 mm
broad, 40 mm thick and had a total volume of 1634 cm3 (one edge was milled). The
regression between volumetrie water content 8 and dielectric constant Ec for the
surface probe is shown in Figure 2.3. Compared to the theoretical model with a= 0.5,
the slope of the regression curve is too steep (30.1 instead of the theoretical 13.5). The
relation between 8 and EC for a =1.0, which is also shown in the graph, has a slope of
39.7. Since the probe is mounted on the surface, an extreme case of inhomogeneity of
the single phases occurs, and a might weil be greater than the theoretical 0.5. This
may explain the larger slope of the data.

3.8-f------L----'-------L----'----_+_

...-...---..

...............
a.= 0.5(slope: 13.5)

..... _.

.' _ •• , -.» ~ = 1.0 (s1ope: 39.7)..---..-,--.-

.. --_ .

Surface Probe

E = 2.961 + 30.12 a r= 0.9911
c

3 ......rll..L__...

2.8

3.4

3.6

3.2

....
CD
.0
E
:;:,
z
o
'e:
ts
~
CD
es
~
fI)

8.
E
8

0.010.002 0.004 0.006 0.008

Volumetrie Water Content 6 [-]

2.6 -t------r-----r------r-----r---___+_

o

Figure 2.3: Regression between volumetrie water eontent and eomposite dieleetrie
number for the surfaee probe. The dashed Iines indieate theoretieal
relations based on the eomposite dieleetrie approach with a = 0.5 or
1.0, Es = 5.5, and porosity = 0.01.
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The relation between composite dielectric number and volumetrie water content for this
surface probe is

(} = - 0.09651 + 0.03261 ec [-] (14)

where:
(} = volumetrie water content of the rock
EC = composite dielectric number of the rock

[-]
[-]

The granodiorite test sampie for the rock probe comes from the VE drift, drift meter
452, immediately beneath the experimental site. The sampie was 290 mm long, 150
mm broad and 40 mm thick, the total volume being 1740.3 cm3. The regression
between volumetrie water content (} and dielectric constant EC is shown in Figure 2.4.
Compared to the theoretical model with a = 0.5, the slope of the regression curve is
too steep (47.6 instead of the theoretical 37.9). It seems also that the relation is not
linear over the whole range tested. These deviations from ideal behavior may be
caused by the sampie used being too thin. The corresponding relation between
composite dielectric number and volumetrie water content for the rock probe is

(} = - 0.10553 + 0.01943ec [-] (15)

0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012

Volumetrie WaterContent 8 [-]

o
o

.0 ... ' a =0.5 (s1ope: 3 .9)

.' CO

<>~ .s:'~
. ,,' 8

Rock Probe
e, = 5.448 + 47.65 a r=O.9622

6.1

:c 6
~'.J

~

(1) 5.9.0
E
;:]

z 5.8(.)
'e::
ts
(1)

5.7Q)
5
(1)
~ 5.6U)

8.
E

5.50o

5.4
0

Figure 2.4: Regression between volumetrie water content and composite dielectric
number for the rock probe. The dashed line indicates the theoretical
relation based on the composite dielectric approach with a =0.5, Es =
5.5, and porosity = 0.012.
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where:

2.12

9 = volumetric water content of the rock
EC = composite dielectric number of the rock

[-]
[-]

As discussed in section 2.5.1, a more difficult problem than the slope of these relations
is the determination of the dielectric number of the rock, ES, or installation effects.

2.2.2.3 Installation

Probes mounted on the rock surface as weil as probes inserted into the rock (rock
probes) were used for the TOR measurements. The surface probes consisted of three
1 cm broad copper sheets, which were directly glued onto the rock with aseparation
distance of 4.5 cm. For the rock probes, three copper rods of 1.0 cm diameter were
used. To insert the metal rods into the rock, three holes of 1 cm diameter and 4.5 cm
apart were drilled. For the probes at greater depths, an access hole of 12 cm diameter
had to be drilled first, which was sealed afterwards with a lacquer. To minimize the
extent ot air gaps between rod surface and rock matrix, the rods were coated before
insertion with an electrically conductive lubricant. The installation procedure tor the
TOR probes is desribed in detail in BAER et al. (1992). The probes for the column
experiment consisted only of two rods or two flexible copper braids, with partially
different dimensions (see section 2.3.2).

2.2.3 Determination 01 Electrlcal Conductlvlty In Granite wlth TOR

The trace ot a time-domain-reflectometer also gives information about the impedance
of the transmission Iines which are connected to it. A special TOR device called a
Computer Aided Moisture Instrument (CAMI-TOR, constructed by Easy Test Ltd.,
Poland) was reprogrammed to read electrical resistance, R. The specific electrical
conductivity, (1, of the sensor-in-granite system was calculated as (e.g. OALTON &
VAN GENUCHTEN, 1986)

with

(1 =
cosh-1 (~)

TC R L [8 m-1] (16)

[-] (17)

where:
(1

s
d
L
R

= specific electrical conductivity
= separation distance of rods or strips of TOR probe
= diameter of rods of TOR probe
= length of TOR probes
= electrical resistance of the sensor-in-granite

system as read by the CAMI.

[8 m-1]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[Ohm]
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The electrical conductivity Cf calculated in this way for the surface sensors ls multiplied
by 2, assuming that only the granite part (approximately half of the sphere of influence)
contributes to the reading.

2.2.4 Determination of Poroslty and Water Retention Curve of Grlmsel
Granodiorite

In order to determine the water retention curve of granodiorite, cores of 10.9 and 2.8
cm diameter were taken at the experimental site and cut into slices of approximately
2.0 and 1.0 cm thickness, respectively. In addition, the larger disks were cut into two
halves. The slices were first saturated with water and then exposed to different air
pressures in apressure plate apparatus. The larger slices were exposed to pressures
between -0.0001 and -1.5 MPa, the smaller slices to pressures of -5 and -10 MPa.
The saturated water content was interpreted as the porosity of the rock. The detailed
procedures for this laboratory study are given in SCHNEEBELl et al. (1990), the
results in section 2.3.1 of this report.

2.2.5 Measurement of Tunnel cumate

The temperature and humidity at the experimental site in the VE-drift were monitored
automatically by a ventilated dew-point mirror, aspiring air from the surface of the
tunnel wall. The data are stored on the magnetic tape of a data logger. From time to
time readings of the dew-point mirror were also taken manually. During the saturation
phase, only hourly means calculated from measurements every five minutes were
recorded. Unfortunately, some of these measurements were unacceptably disturbed
by the heating phase of the dew-point mirror, and part ot the averaged data had to be
corrected afterwards. During the desaturation phase, the measurements taken every
ten minutes were recorded directly. Because of various problems with the data logger,
lt was not possible to record the humidity data continuously for the whole
measurement period.

The relative humidity Pv /pfJ, Pvbeing the actual vapor pressure and Pvo the vapor
pressure at saturation, is calculated from the temperature of the dew-point and of the
air. The vapor pressure is related to the temperature in Kelvin (LOWE, 1977, cited in
BRUTSAERT, 1982) by

Pv = aO + T(a1 + T(a2 + T(a3 + T(a4 + T(as + a6 n)))) [hPa] (18)

where:

Pv = actual vapor pressure [hPa]
aO = 6984.505294 [-]
a1 = -188.903931 [-]
a2 = 2.133357675 [-]
B3 = -1 .288580973.10-2 [-]
B4 = 4.393587233.10-5 [-]
a5 = -8.023923082·10-8 [-]
a6 = 6.136820929.10-11 [-]
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2.3 LABORATORY RESULTS

2.3.1 Poroslty and Water Retention Curve 01 Granite

The mean of the real density determined from the rock slices is 2.73 g em-3 , and the
standard deviation 0.0045 g em-3 ; the mean of the porosity as determined from
saturation with water ls 0.01006, and the standard deviation 2.55·10-4. No spatial trend
eould be detected. The water retention curve is shown in Figure 2.5, the corresponding
statistics of the volumetrie water eontent in Table 2.4. The desorption eurve shows a
distinet reduetion in water eontent of about 0.005 within a deerease of the water
potential from 0 to about -1 kPa. The eurve is then very steep up to -200 kPa. For
lower water potentials the deerease in water eontent is again obvious on a logarithmie
scala. The standard deviation of the volumetrie water eontent is below 2.5·10-4, with
the exception of the measurements taken at -0.5 kPa (see Table 2.4).

-10000 -

-1000 -

~~ -100 -

cu:;:;
c:

~a.. -10 -
~

~
-1 -

-0.1 -

Grimsel Granodiorite VE-450

I I I I I

o 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008

Volumetrie Water Content 8 [-]

0.01 0.012

Figure 2.5: Water retention curve of the rock at the experimental site. Mean values
of all sampies are shown as large cireles, single observations as small
crosses. The shaded area eneloses two times the eorresponding
standard deviations of the volumetrie water eontent (after SCHNEEBELl
et al., 1990).
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WaterPotential 'Pw Meanof 8 Standard Coefflclentof No.of
Deviation of 8 Variationof 8 Probes n

x 10-2 x 10-2

[kPa] [-] [-] r~] [-]

-0.1 1.007 0.026 2.62 12

-0.5 0.783 0.055 6.97 12

-1.0 0.752 0.021 2.84 12

-2.0 0.714 0.018 2.49 12

-4.0 0.693 0.017 2.45 12

-8.0 0.699 0.016 2.31 12

-16.0 0.690 0.020 2.95 12

-34.5 0.683 0.021 3.10 12

-69.0 0.668 0.021 3.08 12

-200.0 0.670 0.017 2.53 12

-500.0 0.588 0.022 3.68 12

-1000.0 0.486 0.017 3.43 12

-1500.0 0.409 0.017 4.14 12

-5000.0 0.158 0.030 19.0 13

-10000.0 0.108 0.035 32.3 13

Table 2.4: Mean, standard deviation, and relative eoeffieient of variation of the
volumetrie water eontents at different water potentials.

2.3.2 Water, Salt and Dye Transport In a Granite Column

2.3.2.1 Instrumentation and Proeedure

An experiment with a granite eolumn was eondueted to elarify whether ehanges in
water content and groundwater salinity in granite are detectable based on measure
ments of its dieleetrie eonstant EC and bulk eleetrieal eonduetivity (1 (MALICKI et al.,
1992).

A 420 mm high, 290 mm diameter granite eore was drilled from the unfissured granite
matrix at the Grimsel Test Site. Seven open-ended parallel transmission Iines were
installed to be used as TOR t- and o-sensors (Figure 2.6). Three of the sensors were
rod-shaped and inserted into the matrix (BE1, BE2, BE3, Figure 2.6). They were
eoated with an eleetrieally eonduetive lubrieant (Eleeolit No. 495) to minimize the extent
of air gaps between eleetrode surface and rock matrix. The rods were inserted into
holes which were previously drilled from the flattened lateral wall of the cylinder at
heights of 7, 14 and 35 em above the eolumn bottorn. Three surface eleetrodes (metal
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strips) were glued circularly around the column at the levels corresponding with the
bulk sensors (SE1, SE2, SE3, Figure 2.6). The fourth surface electrode pair (SE4) was
glued onto the top of the cylinder. The 10 mm diameter and 240 mm long copper rods
of the bulk sensors were separated by 30 mm from centre to centre. The surface braid
strip sensors were installed using an electrically conductive glue. Their length was 800
mm, except for the uppermost one (SE4) which was 240 mm long. Their centre-to
centre separation was 50 mm. After the surface electrodes were mounted, the side
wall of the granite cylinder was coated with an isolating, transparent, plastic paint to
prevent lateral evaporation.

The TOR moisture-salinity readings were taken with a Computer Aided Moisture
Instrument (CAMI-TOR, constructed by Easy Test Ltd., Poland) operating with a
needle pulse of 200 ps rise time. The sensors were connected to a single-pole-seven
through coaxial switch which allowed automated scanning of the sensors.

The air-dried granite block was put into a flat container with deionized water. The water
level was held constant but could be adjusted with an overflow outlet (Figure 2.6). To
initiate the capillary rise experiment, the container was filled with water on 16 June
1992, the water level being 5 mm above the column bottom. The top of the column
was not covered, thus allowing free evaporation of water at the surface. Subsequently,
ec (water content) and a (conductivity) were recorded with all seven electrode pairs.
After having clearly reached a steady state, the water of the container was exchanged
70 days later with a 0.01 M KCI solution containing a blue, anionic dye (Brilliant Blue
FCF). Although the container was covered to reduce evaporation, the salt solution was
exchanged from time to time. The advance of the salt front through the column was
observed with the TOR probes, whereas the location of the dye front was estimated
visually along four Iines on the side surface of the column. The equipment was housed
in a room with approximately constant temperature (22°C), but not controlled humidity.

2.3.2.2 Results and Interpretation

Figures 2.7 through 2.14 show the changes in the dielectric number ec as weil as in the
electrical conductivity a during the phase of capillary rise of water. During the intervals
with lacking data, the CAMI was disconnected for trouble-shooting, modifying the
computer code and other experi mental tests. Notice that the different probes had
different starting levels of ec (Figure 2.7 through 2.9), probably caused by effects of the
electrodes as weil as of the installation. Therefore, absolute water contents determined
from these dielectric numbers may not be compared directly. The ec values of the
surface probes were multiplied by a factor 2 to be able to compare them with the
results of the bulk electrodes. This is done based on the idea that the sphere of
influence of surface sensors comprises only half the amount of granite of bulk
electrodes.

The ec readings from sensor BE1 and SE1 began to increase after about 5 and 9 h,
respectively (Figure 2.7). The electrical conductivity abegan to increase after 5 and 15
h, respectively (Figure 2.13). From Figure 2.14 it can be seen that the intermediate
level electrodes BE2 and SE2 responded with a a increase after approximately 60 h.
From Figure 2.7 to 2.12 it becomes obvious that all probes showed a rise in ec

•
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between day 2 and day 5. This behavior is attributed to external effects, presumably
temperature effects, and not to water transport. The dielectric numbers at levels 3 and
4 dropped to the initial values again before day 7, and the rise caused by the water
front started there only at 9 and 12 days. The surface probe on the top is strongly
influenced by the evaporating conditions, which may change according to climatic
conditions, and does not therefore reach a constant value.

The first phase of the column experiment showed that an infiltrating water front in
granite can be clearly detected with the TOR technique. It leads to increased
composite dielectric numbers as weil as increased bulk electrical conductivities. The
standard deviation for ec resulting from the scatter of a particular, twelve-fold replicated
molsture measurement was about ± 0.006, whereas that of a six-fold replicated
conductivity measurement was about ±0.001 dS·m-1.

Figure 2.15 shows the changes in the electrical conductivity measured with the bulk
TOR probes in the secondphase of the column experiment, l.e, after the water has
been exchanged with the satt and dye solution (day 0). The values of the
corresponding surface electrodes are in general higher, but indicate a similar course
and are therefore not shown here. The electrical conductivity of the solution in the
container, measured with a conductivity electrode, is shown in the lower part of the
graph. The intervals with lacking data, caused by disconnecting the CAMI for trouble
shooting, make the interpretation of the data partially difficult. However, the
breakthrough of the salt solution at the first and second level did occur after about 5
and 13 days. The final value at the first level was reached already after about 20 days.
It is interesting to note that BE1 and BE2 did reach bulk electrical conductivities which
equal approximately one per cent of the conductivity of the salt solution. This can be
roughly expected for a material with a porosity of one per cent, if we neglect the
electrical conductivity of the solid phase and any tortuosity effects (RHOAOES et al.,
1976).

For the third level, the breakthrough started about 16 days after exchanging the
solution at the bottom. It is not clear whether the plateau measured with BE3 between
day 50 and 70 already represents the final values after the breakthrough or not. The
lower values compared to BE1 and BE2 could be explained by a reduced absolute
water content at this uppermost level, which is only 7 cm away from the evaporating
top of the column. The dielectric numbers measured at the same time remained
constant during this phase of the experiment (not shown), but - as mentioned - they
did not allow the absolute water contents to be inferred. The increase of the bulk
electrical conductivity after day 70 at BE3 is presumably caused by a concentration of
solutes near the upper boundary. The transport of water there obviously occurs mostly
via the gas phase, thus leaving the dissolved ions behind. The increase of
conductivities of all three probes after day 110 is attributed to external artefacts,
because any transport-related phenomena would not appear at all three levels at the
same time. Such artefacts include especially temperature effects, since the air
conditioning talled several times during the experimental period.
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The second part of the column experiment showed that it is possible to use the TOR
probes in granite also as salinity sensors, and that the increase in bulk electrical
conductivity caused by a change from water to a 0.01 M KCI solution is much larger
than the increase caused by an advancing water front.

Figure 2.16 shows the mean progress of the dye front as estimated from the height of
the color observed along four Iines on the side of the column. The mean color front
reaches the first measurement level after about 6 days, the second after about28 and
the third after about 110 days. The color front is clearly retarded compared to the salt
front measured with the bulk as weil as with the surface electrodes. This indicates that
lt is probably a true retardation throughout the whole cross-section of the column, and
not only a kind of skin effect, such as could be induced by a slightly lower water
saturation on the sides ot the column in spite of the isolating plasticcoating. Of course,
the color is also excluded from gas-phase transport and the advance thus becomes
much slowernear the evaporating top of the column.
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Figure 2.13: Bulk (BEC) and surface electrical conductivity (SEC) measured during
the capillary rise of deionized water at the lower level.
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exchange of the water in the reservoir at the bottom with a salt and dye
solution at day O.
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2.4 RE- AND DESATURATION PILOT EXPERIMENTS

2.4.1 Situation and Experimental Procedure
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2.4.1.1 Geology

The experiments were performed in the forward chamber of the VE-drift at the Grimsel
Test Site (GTS). The experimental site at drift meter 450 lies in granodiorite with a low
cleavage intensity. The site is surrounded by fracture zones, 1 m to the left and 3 m to
the right. The direction ot these fracture zones is at an angle of 135° to a projection of
the drift. The right-hand fracture zone is therefore just behind the experimental site at a
distance ot about 3 m. These fracture zones are not water-bearing during normal
ventilation of the drift. Indeed, three days after the drift had been sealed and
evaporation on the rock greatly reduced, water began to flow out of the fracture at the
right side. A detailed description of the geological and structural units of the ventilation
drift can be found in BOSSART (1992).

2.4.1.2 Instrumentation and Procedure

Psychrometers were installed at depths of 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 cm. For the
desaturation, an additonal psychrometer was located at 2 cm depth. Three TOR rock
probes (approximately 0-30 cm, 30-60 cm, 60-85 cm) and one surface probe were built
in to observe water content changes. All psychrometers, as weil as the depth TOR
probes, were installed in boreholes drilled perpendicularly to the tunnel wall, l.e, in the
direction of water flow. The electrodes of the surface TOR probe were glued directly
onto the granite, thus Iying perpendicular to the direction of water flow. Ouring the
saturation phase, the probes and the measuring device (a Tektronix 1502 B cable
tester linked to a Macintosh SE computer) were connected with coaxial switches.
Because of the high air humidity, however, the application of these switches caused
several problems. For the desaturation phase the switches were eliminated and the
cables connected by hand with ordinary coaxial connectors.

All instruments were removed after the saturation experiment and re-installed tor the
desaturation experiment. The arrangement of the psychrometers and the TOR probes
is shown schematically in Figure 2.17. The exact positions as weil as the length of the
TOR electrodes are listed in Table 2.3, while for the psychrometers the information is
given in Table 2.1 and 2.2 (see also BAER et al., 1992).

The relative humidity in the ventilated GTS normally varies between 20 and 90%,
depending on the temperature and humidity of the incoming air. Ouring the saturation
phase (start March 5th, 1991), the VE-drift was isolated and the ventilation stopped,
which caused the relative humidity to rise. In addition, the air was moisturized later on
with a steam vaporizer (start March 14th, 1991), leading to 95-100% relative humidity.
Between the end of the saturation experiment and the start of the desaturation
process, the drift remained closed without using the moisturizer, which resulted in a
somewhat lower relative humidity (90-98%). From November 27th, 1991 until April
27th, 1992, the relative humidity in the VE-drift was reduced again by air-conditioning
to values between 55 and 750/0. The detailed time schedule is given in Table 2.5.
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Figure 2.17: Schematic view of the instrumentation at the experimental site (not to
scale). On the right side the installation depths are given in centimeters.

Jullan
Days

Relative
Date

Day
after Condltlons

Humldlty Range
Stan

Preparatlon phase
VE-drift open

till March 5, 1991 64 0 Regular ventilation
20-90%

Saturation phase
VE-drift sealed

till March 14, 1991 73 9 No ventilation
95-980/0

till August 5, 1991 217 153 VE-drift sealed

No ventilation 97 -1000/0
Use of air moisturizer

Intermediate phase
VE-drift sealed

till Nov. 26, 1991 330 0 No ventilation
95-98%

Desaturatlon phase
VE-drift sealed approx.700/0

till April 27, 1992 118 152 Air conditioning (50 -80%)

afterwards VE-drift open
20 - 900/0

Regular ventilation

Table 2.5: Time schedule for the saturation and the following desaturation
experiment in the VE-drift of the Grimsel Test Site.
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The air humidity is the driving force for the evaporation on the rock surface. Figure
2.18 shows clearly the influence of isolating the drift. Within a few hours the humidity
increased rapidly. The increase to "fulI" saturation was extremely slow, and could not
be reached within a reasonable time. The main reason for this may be the seal which
is made of porous brick stones. The increase in the humidity after day 110 to a value
above 100% shows that the dew-point mirror is not stable enough for long-term
measurements in a very humid environment. If we neglect this last phase, where the
measurements of the climate became uncertain, the water potential of the air was
always below -2.5 MPa.

The air temperature at the beginning of the saturation phase is around 13.4 oe and
rises steadily to about 13.9 °C (Figure 2.19). The rise in the air temperature originates
at least partlany from the use ot a steam vapourizer. The drop in the temperature after
day 110 ls caused by ceasing to humidify the air. The standard deviation of the hourly
means of the measurement is usually below 0.01 °C.

Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show the time dependence of the relative humidity and the
temperature in the VE-drift during the desaturation phase. The solid line in Figure 2.20
tollows the 2 hour average calculated trom the automatically registered values.
Unfortunately, the data tor the first two days are missing because of a technical
problem, but it is known from other measurements (MEIER et al., 1992) that a relative
humidity of approximately 97% was prevalent betore starting the ventilation. After a
rather fast drop to approximately 70% within the first three hours, the relative humidity
varied between 50 and 800/0 during the next 150 days. The short-term variations in the
relative humidity (minutes) are rather large. Presumably they represent physically real
fluctuations in time and space. The diurnal variation is probably caused by human
activities in the experimental area. We assurne that these short-range variations are
not essential in describing the water potential at the surface, l.e, that the tunnel climate
can be represented by mean values. Since the one hour mean values for the
desaturation phase are calculated from only 6 measurements compared to 12 for the
saturation phase, the standard deviation is larger.

Over an extended time range, the relative humidity shows some rather sudden
changes which are probably caused by the control of the air-conditioning. The relative
humiditiy (one hourmean values) measured by MEIER et al. (1992) for the same
locationis in general approximately 2 % higher, but exhibits the same changes in the
intermediate time range (Figure 2.22).

The temperature spanned the range from 11.5 to 13.5 °C. During the initial phase of
the desaturation experiment, the temperature increased steadily. In a later phase,
control problems became also evident. The single peaks are believed to be artefacts
caused by other measurement devices near the experimental site.
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Figure 2.18: Relative humidity at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the
saturation experiment (1 hour mean values).
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Figure 2.19: Temperature at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the saturation
experiment (1 hour mean values).
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Figure 2.21: Temperature at the experimental site in the VE-drift during the
desaturation experiment (single measurements all 10 min).
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2.4.2.2 Water Potential

At the beginning of the saturation phase the water potential at 5 cm depth was around
-2.2 MPa. This is shown in Figure 2.23. After stopping the ventilation, it increased
within 40 days to -1.5 MPa. At the same time, at a horizontal distance of only 2 m the
rock was saturated with water around a small fissure. After day 14 the air is artificially
humidified to increase the rate of saturation. Notice that on day 55 the psychrometer at
5 cm depth had to be replaced due to corrosion of the thermocouple. The newly
installed instrument had a much lower sensitivity and therefore a larger measurement
uncertainty. During the exchange the installation borehole dried out somewhat, hence
the Ujump" in the measured values. In the range of water potentials close to zero some
of the readings became unstable. The measurement uncertainties as guessed from the
precision of the readings (±O.1 IlV) were ±O.032 MPa.

The results of the desaturation phase are depicted in Figure 2.24. After installation ot
the instruments, the water potentials ranged between -0.2 MPa (80 cm) and -0.6 MPa
(5 cm) or -0.9 MPa (2 crn). The_se values are only slightly lower than those observed at
the end of the saturation phase. The psychrometer at 2 cm depth shows a rather fast
response during the first five days. It also exhibits the largest fluctuations, which may
reflect true variations in this time range (days), since similar fluctuations also show up
in the recorded humidity and temperature data. At 80 cm depth, already after 10 days
a response could be observed, whereas at 160 cm depth it took about 50 to 60 days
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until a slight change became detectable. Since the upper limit for thermocouple
psychro-meters is approximately at tp = -0.1 MPa, the early measurements at 160 cm
depth are rather unreliable.

The temperature differences within the rock were in general small (around -0.2 K or
less). In this range the thermocouple psychrometers are not greatly disturbed by the
thermodynamic instabilities caused by temperature gradients.

Figures 2.25 and 2.26 show the corresponding depth profiles of the water potential. It
is evident from Figure 2.25 that, during saturation, the gradient near the drift wall
becomes extremely steep. This is because the water potential in the air remains
relatively low.

During the first 60 days of the desaturation phase (Figure 2.26), the profiles of water
potential developed in a fairly consistent manner. Afterwards the values recorded for
depths 10 and 20 cm first levelled off and, after day 110 or 120, began to increase
again, which tinally led to higher values at 20 cm than at 40 cm depth. The reason tor
this reaction is unknown. Since both psychrometers do not show an erratic behavior, it
is believed that they function properly. The different behavior of these two
psychrometers compared to the others is attributed to microscale inhomogeneity in the
granite. lt is important to bear in mind that the psychrometers are not aligned in a one
dimensional radial section, but are shifted relative to each other. Therefore, the
distance between the measuring points at 20 and 40 cm depth is about 60 cm. After
150 days, the potentials are approximately -0.2 MPa (160 cm), -0.7 MPa (80 cm), -0.95
MPa (40 cm), -0.85 MPa (20 crn), -1.2 MPa (10 crn), -1.9 MPa (5 cm), and -2.5 MPa (2
cm). These values fall approximately in the same range as the starting values before
the saturation experiment.

From the profiles in Figure2.26 it can be seen that, near the surface, the reactions are
initially relatively fast and finally become very slow. The potentials at greater depths,
however, change rather smoothly. Neither the water potential at 80 cm nor at 160 cm
seems to have achieved a steady-state value within 150 days.

Opposite the experimental site two boreholes are located parallel to the VE drift, at a
distance of about 1.75 m (BOVE 84011) and 3.5 m (BOVE 84018) from the wall of the
drift. These boreholes are packered at several points, the hydraulic heads of the
sections being measured with pressure transducers (see KULL & PLANEK, 1992 and
1993). Sections 84011/5 and 84018/4, each 13 m long, are exactly opposite the
experimental site (see Figure 2.17), one third extending towards the end and two thirds
towards the entrance of the VE drift. The temporal development of the hydraulic heads
in these sections is quite interesting. Piezometer 84011/5 exhibits a potential of zero
prior to the sealing ot the drift (saturation phase). A few days later the hydraulic head
rises (Figure 2.27), and finally reaches about 0.055 MPa. The flat zone is probably
caused by the upper pressure limit of the transducer. Piezometer 84018/4, starting at
approximately 0.06 MPa, shows a similar reaction to the saturation phase with a
smaller total variation.
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Figure 2.23: Changes in water potential at different depths during saturation,
measuredwith thermocouple psychrometers. At day zero (Julian day 64,
1991), the ventilation of the tunnel was stopped. See text for
measurementuncertainties.
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Figure 2.27: Development of hydraulic heads in packered sections of boreholes
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Figure 2.29: Changes in water potential in the air during the desaturation of the VE
drift (calculated from 6 hour mean values ot relative humidity) compared
to the changes in the rock at 2 cm depth.

The inverse reactions can be observed after the start of the desaturation phase (Figure
2.28). The head in piezometer 84011/5 drops from 0.04 MPa to values of about 0.005
MPa. The values of piezometer 84018/4 also drop initially starting at approximately
0.06 MPa. The return to higher values after the interruption may possibly be attributed
to calibration problems. Both sections show an increase in the hydraulic heads
between days 60 and 80, followed by a decrease. It is interesting to note that this
seems to reflect corresponding changes in the relative humidity of the drift, and that
some of the TPs show a similar behavior in that period.

In Figure 2.29, the changes in water potential in granite at 2 cm depth are compared to
the changes in water potential in the drift, calculated from the mean relative humidities.
In relation to the changes in the air, the changes in granite are rather smalI.
Nevertheless, comparing the water potential of the air in Figure 2.29 with the water
potential at 2 cm depth in Figure 2.24, some similarities in the variations become
apparenf. lt is also possible that the larger variations in humidity after day 60 of the
desaturation phase led to the somewhat less smooth development of the changes in
water potential in the rock.

2.4.2.3 Water Content

The dielectric numbers which were determined during the saturation and desaturation
phase are depicted in Figures 2.30 and 2.31 During the saturation phase, the values of
the rock probes are around 5.5 for the probes between 0 and 60 cm and 6.7 for the
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probe at 60-85 cm, whereas for the surface probe values around 2.7 were calculated.
During the desaturation phase, the values vary between 4.4 and 4.8 for the rock
probes and between 2.7 and 2.5 for the surface probe.

Because of the large differences in dielectric numbers between different probes, it
does not make sense to calculate an absolute water content from these data.
However, it is possible to calculate changes in volumetrie water content with the aid of
the slopes of the calibration functions shown in section 2.2.2.2. These changes (Figure
2.32) show a rather erratic behavior during the saturation phase. A slight trend to a
higher number may be recognized. Apart of the scatter might be caused by the coaxial
switches which were eliminated later. It is interesting to see that the change in water
content at the surface and between 60-85 cm is about the same. It is possible that this
deepest probe hit a water-bearing fissure.

During the desaturation phase, the behavior of the surtace and the rock probes is
different. The surface probe shows a rather rapid decrease during the first three days
followed by only very slight changes afterwards. The rock probes remain essentially in
the range of usual scatter for the whole period. Only the rock probe extending from 0 to
30 cm exhibits a slight decrease during the first 10 days. The fact that the surface
probe is installed perpendicularly to the direction ot water flow, but all depth probes are
in parallel, may explain the different responses. The sphere of influence of the probes
is not exactly known. However, it can be assumed that, in case of the three-electrode
surface probe, it penetrates the rock only a few centimeters. From a preliminary test
with a granite slice ot 2 cm thickness, lt is expected that already after about 2 hours a
wetting front will become detectable at the surface (MALICKI et al., 1992). Therefore,
the rapid response at the surface is plausible. The rock probes, on the other hand,
extend over 30 cm (25 cm for the maximum depth) parallel to the water flow. In this
case sudden changes are not expected.
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2.5.1 Re-and Desaturatlon Experiments

Measurements ot water potentials in the rock matrix as weil as in boreholes clearly
showed that ventilation of a drift causes effects up to a distance of at least 3.5 m from
the tunnel wall. Negative water potentials were measured with psychrometers even at
the deepest measurement point, Le at 1.6 m from the tunnel wall. Within about half a
year, a sudden change in relative humidity at the tunnel surface can be detected at
such a distance. The shift there is rather small compared to the changes in water
potential near the drift wall. The question arises whether the water content in the rock
varies correspondingly. The measurements indicate that a distinct variation of water
contents occurs only rather close to the surface, although the results of the saturation
phase are not very clear.

In Figures 2.30 and 2.31 it can be seen that the dielectric numbers of the different
probes determined by the TOR technique vary in general, and that some of the values
for the desaturation phase do not fall exactly in the same range as those of the
saturation phase. The differences seem to extend beyond the usual scatter of a single
probe. They can be caused by effects of the probe, such as an imprecise
determination of the signaloffset of the head of the probe, by effects of the installation
of a probe, for instance water- or air-filled gaps between rock and probe, or by differ
ences in the dielectric number of the rock matrix itself. The differences between satur
ation and desaturation, especially for the probe from 60-85 cm, presumably iIIustrate
possible effects of the installation.

Using the composite dielectric approach, it is possible to calculate theoretical sen
sitivities of EC to all the other parameters. Assuming a variation of the dielectric number
of the rock, aEs, of ±1 results in an uncertainty &c of ±1.03 (with Ew = 80, Es = 1, 71 =
0.01, (J= 0.009, a = 0.5, L = 0.3m and ES = 5), whereas a variation of the offset of the
travel time ata = 0.2 ns leads to an uncertainty aEc of ±0.262. On the other hand, the
maximum change in EC to be expected due to a change in volumetrie water content
from 0 to 0.01 is 0.360 for the same set of parameters. It is obvious, therefore, that
absolute values of the composite dielectric numbers and thus absolute values of
volumetrie water content are prone to error and must be interpreted very carefully. In
particular, they depend very strongly on the dielectric constant of the rock material,
which is not exactly known in general and mayaiso include some installation effects.
The relative changes in composite dielectric number or volumetrie water content of one
probe, however, are less sensitive to these effects.

2.5.2 Comparlson 01 Fleld and Laboratory Investlgatlons

The water retention curve of granite sampies (see section 2.3.1) does show two
regions of distinct change in water content on a logarithmic scale, namely at about
-0.5 kPa and at about -1 MPa. Since the water potentials which were measured near
the surface varied between -3 and -0.5 MPa, it can be expected, that a corresponding
change in water content will, at least partially, be observed at the Grimsel Test Site. In
order to visualize the expected variations, water content changes were calculated
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based on the measured water potentials at the Grimsel Test Site during the
desaturation phase, and on the water retention curve of granite slices. For this
purpose, the water potentials measured with TPs are converted to water contents
according to the data of the water retention curve presented in Figure 2.5. Then, as for
the TOR data, the changes in volumetric water content compared to the initial water
content are calculated from these TP-based data. The results are depicted in Figure
2.33, together with the changes in water content measured by TOR. The measured
water contents changed much less than expected from the potential measurements
and the water retention curve. Two possible explanations may be given for this. Either
the retention curve of granite slices ls not appropriate to represent the conditions in the
field, l.e, a scale effect is present, or the field water contents do not yet represent
values at equilibrium, since the water transport is extremely slow. At the moment it is
not possible to discriminate between these possibilities.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS AND PREVIEWFOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

The following main conclusions can be drawn from the reported data:

- Thermocouple psychrometers are weil suited to measuring directly the water
potential in granitic rock, particularly in drifts where the temperature gradients are
usually small.

- Measurement of water content in granitic rock with time-domain-reflectometry is
difficult. In general, it is not possible to give absolute water contents, because the
TOR response is very sensitive to other parameters Iike the dielectric number es
of the rock or installation effects.

- It is possible to detect relative changes in volumetric water content in granitic
rock with time-domain-reflectometry, as was shown for the wetting front in a
granitic column.

- Ventilation of a tunnel leads to an unsaturated zone in terms of negative water
potentials, as verified by TP measurements during the desaturation phase.
Within half a year, even at 1.6 m distance from the tunnel wall, the potential
became slightly negative.

- The water potentials indicate that in this case the hydraulic conductivities are
radially variable on a mesoscopic scale, Le. in the first meters near the tunnel
wall.

- After stopping the ventilation, the water potentials increased relatively rapidly.
Since the upper measurement limit of TPs lies at approximately -0.1 MPa, it can
not be judged whether full saturation will be finally reached.

- A clear and fast reduction in water content could be observed at the surface, and
a slight reduction between 0 and 30 cm depth, after starting the ventilation (desa
turation phase). The TOR probes at greater depths did not show significant
changes.
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- Both methods, thermocouple psychrometry as weil as time-domain-reflectometry,
mayaiso be applied in other rock materials, like sandstones or marI. The larger
porosity of such rocks is even an advantage for TOR, leading eventually to larger
and thus more readily measurable volumetrie water contents.

The laboratory experiment did prove that changes in water content in granite can be
deteeted in principle. The fact that, at the Grimsel Test Site, only very slight or no clear
shift at all could be detected may partly be explained by the way the probes were
installed. All the rock probes extended over 25 or 30 cm perpendicular to the direction
of water flow. Thus they produced an averaged signalover this rather large
measurement volume with possible different water contents. Since, except near the
surface, changes will occur rather slowly and extend only over apart of the
measurement volume, this set-up will lead to a reduced sensitivity and possible
reactions might be hidden by the usual scatter. It would be preferable to have all
probes installed perpendicularly to the water flow. However, for the depth probes this is
technically very difficult and expensive to achieve.

The discrepancies between the water retention curve measured in the laboratory on
one hand and the potentials and water contents measured at the Grimsel Test Site on
the other hand call for further investigations. It is possible that the relation - or at least
the observed relation - between the potential and the water content depends on the
size of the probe or the system under consideration, which means that scaling effects
can occur.

The measurements of the water potential gave some hints on possible variations of
relevant parameters also in a horizontal direction. Especially near the end of the
desaturation phase, the results of some of the psychrometers seemed to be influenced
mainly by the position along the tunnel, and no longer by the depth of installation.
Extending this type of measurement to a larger area, the effects of the variability of the
rock matrix (hydraulic properties) on the desaturation of the tunnel wall could be
assessed. Therefore the UZ project ("Ungesättigte Zone", NagralETH Zürich) was
initiated in the GTS, which allows measurements over a larger area of the tunnel, as
weil as improvement of some of the techniques. In this case, TOR probes are also
installed in slots perpendicular to the direction of water transport. The main goals of
this project are (a) to obtain a dataset with which a water transport model can be
calibrated or validated, (b) to obtain some information about the hydraulic behavior of a
larger area of the drift, l.e, a scaling-up of the previous experiments, and (c) to trace
the water phase and detect this tracer with the same TOR equipment, in order to follow
the rnovernent of the water phase.
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3 EVAPORATION MEASUREMENTS
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(MEIER, E., BOSSART, P., BAERTSCHI, P. & FRIEG, B.)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Water transport around an underground repository is of great importance when
characterizing potential waste disposal sites or when actually constructing a
repository. In underground test facilities, such as the Grimsel Test Site (GTS), water
flows from the geological formations to the excavated drifts. This fluid flow gives useful
information about the hydraulic properties of the rock formation surrounding the drifts;
when hydrogeological models are constructed, these fluid flows are very valuable as
boundary conditions for the model calibration.

Underground constructions such as the GTS or the planned Wellenberg Rock
Laboratory are located in low-permeability rocks. These rocks can be quite
heterogeneous in their type of deformation and their hydraulic properties. In the GTS
there are, for example, numerous shear-zones with a high fracture density and in
creased permeability which are embedded in a heterogeneous rock matrix of low, but
variable, permeability. A drift has to be ventilated with fresh air whenever personnel
are present. This may lead to drying out of the low-permeability section near the drift
wall (the pores are only partially filled with liquid water). When the drift climate or the
ventilation changes, then the vapor flux from the drift wall towards the drift (or vice
versa) also varies. As a result, two variables predominantly influence the vapor flux:

Hydraulic permeability of the drift wall, which varies in space.

Drift climate, which generally varies temporally, although occasional spatial
variations can also occur.

It has been shown that variations in the drift c1imate (temporal changes in relative
humidity and temperature) are largely responsible for changes in water content and
negative pressure in the drift wall. These two key parameters, which are required to
calibrate flow models in underground cavities, have been estimated in-situ in the GTS
under variable c1imatic conditions (chapter 2, this report). A third key parameter, the
vapor flux, is treated in this chapter.

The aim was to measure accurately the vapor flux (evaporation rate) at the tunnel
surface under variable climatic conditions. Therefore, equipment (calIed an "Evapo
meter") was constructed which meets the following requirements:

The evaporation rate should be determined at discrete "points" (small areas)
onthetunnelsurface.

The resolution and accuracy of the sensors should be such that evaporation
rate changes due to small climatic variations can be c1early evaluated.

Simple handling of the equipment.
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The design of the evaporation test was based on experience with the methods des
cribed by BAERTSCHI et al. (1991) and by WATANABE (1991). Evaporation rates of
typically 0.2 - 1 mg m" S-1 were measured by both methods on apparently dry rock
surfaces at the heater test site of the GTS. In the method of BAERTSCHI et al.
(1991), dry air is circulated over a defined rock area covered by a flat evaporation cell
of 15 cm diameter, the water being absorbed by silica gel and determined by weig
hing. The useof dry air first increases the evaporation rate, which then drops within
several days to a value similar to that under ambient conditions.

WATANABE (1991) and WATANABE & BOSSART (1992) calculated the evaporation
rate from the water vapor concentration gradient measured under ambient conditions
above the rock surface with a high local resolution of several cm", Since these local
fluxes are, in general, quite variable in space, it may be difficult to obtain a repre
sentative average flux over an extended surface. In cases allowing comparison,
however, both methods lead to similar results.

This study started in spring 1991 and ended in August 1993. The equipment was first
constructed, tested and then verified in the laboratory. In September 1991 the equip
ment was installed in the ventilation drift of the GTS. The main measurement
campaign took place between February 1993 and July 1993.

3.2 BASIC PRINCIPLE

The principle of the Evapometer test is shown in Figure 3.1. The evaporation flux q
[kg m-2s-1

] is determined by measuring the relative humidities RH of a constant in- and
outgoing air stream v [m3s-1

] passing over a given area of rock surface A [m2
] in the

evaporation cell. The air is taken from the tunnel in order to keep the conditions within
the evaporation cell similar to those of the surroundings. The following equation is the
basic assumption for the calculation of the flux (WATANABE & BOSSART, 1992).

where:

Q = M (V Pout.RHout _ V Pm' RHIN )
R out T IN T

out IN

Q =evaporation rate (discharge)
PIN, OUT = saturation pressure at inlet, outlet
RH1N; OUT = relative humidities at inlet, outlet
TIN, OUT = temperature at inlet, outlet
VIN, OUT =volume flow of air at inlet, outlet
R = ideal gas constant (8.314)
M =molecular mass of H20 (18.015.10-3

)

[kg S-1]

[Pa]
[-]

[K]
[m3s-1

]

[JK-1·mol-1
]

[kg·mol-1
]

(19)

PINand POUT are dependent only on the temperatures TIN and TOUT'
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Figure 3.1: Basic principle of the Evapometer

For the narrow temperature range of 16 ± 4°C at the GTS, the water shows the follo
wing saturation pressures [Pa] (CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 69 ed
1988/89):

Temperature Saturation pressure

12°C 1402,28 Pa

13°C 1497,34 Pa

14°C 1598,13 Pa

15°C 1704,92 Pa

16°C
1817,71 Pa
1937,17 Pa

17°C 2063,42 Pa
18°C 2196,75 Pa
19°C 2337,80 Pa
20°C

Table 3.1: Vapor saturation pressures in the GTS temperature range of 16°C ± 4°C

Equation (19) is now changed to the quantities measured directly with the equipment.
These are:
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RH'N and dRH; where dRH

TIN and dT; where dT

3.4

= RH1N- RHoUT

= TIN - TOUT

(20a)

(20b)

Equations (20a) and (20b) are substituted in equation (19), whieh beeomes

Q = M (V . P RHlN - dRH _ V . P _R_H..;;.;.;.IN_)
R out out T _ dT IN ou t T

IN IN
(21)

The evaporation rate is also dependent on the air-flow pressure differenee at inlet and
outlet, eaused by long tubes or untight evaporation eells. This pressure differenee dP
is measured direetly (see Figure 3.1).

dP =PIN - POUT; where PIN =ambient barometrie pressure [Pa] (22a)

This pressure differenee is now implemented in equation (21) in the following way: it
ean be shown that, after the law for ideal gases the following relation is valid.
(BOYLE-MARIOTTE; GAY-LUSSAC):

PIN

PIN - dp
(22b)

Substitution of equation (22b) in equation (21) leads to

M ((RHlN - dRH)PIN RHlN )
Q - - V p.p

- R IN T ( _ d ) out T IN
IN PIN P IN

(23)

All the quantities in equation (23), exeept M, R, and P1N, POUT, are direetly measured in
the experiment. The evaporation flux q is ealeulated by

Q
q = A

where A is 0.0177 [m2
] , the area of the evaporation cell,

(24)
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The errors involved in the measurements of the parameters V, TIN' dT, RHIN, dRH and
dP have been estimated on the basis of the specifications of the sensors and the
results of the preliminary laboratory performance tests and of the experiments.
Systematic errors and errors due to lonq-term drifts can be accounted for by calibra
tion and by applying the bypass test as discussed in section 3.4.2.

The error of the evaporation rate q is given by the total differential of equation (24)

(25)

where i stands for the measured quantities V, TIN' dT, RHIN, dRH, dP. Typical values
and measurement errors are given in Table 3.2. This Table shows that the error in the
difference of the relative humidities dRH dominates all other errors very distinctly. In
the case considered here, and probably under many other experimental conditions, all
other contributions to the error of q are in fact negligible.

One arrives at the same conclusion also by direct reasoning: for very small dT und dP
values such as are usual in these experiments, the flux q is proportional to dRH, as is
also evident from eq (22). The relative error of q will therefore be determined mainly
by the large relative error of dRH. In the case studied, there is:

dq/q - d(dRH)/dRH [-] (26)

With the values from Table 3.2 this corresponds to a relative error of 6.7 0/0.

In order to lower the relative errors d(dRH)/dRH and therefore also dq/q, the evapora
tion experiments were operated with a low volume flow of air (V) (normally in the order
of 300 ml/min), leading to a correspondingly high difference in relative humidities (d
RH).



Air Flow Temperature Temperature Relative Humidity Pressure
Difference Humidity difference difference

V TIN L\T RH1N L\RH L\p q=2.094E-7
typical value [kg S-1 m-2] (see

1E-5 [m3·s-1] 287 [OK] - 0.015 [OK] 70 [0/0] - 3 [%] 30 [Pa] equ.(22) and (23)

measurement L\V L\TIN L\ (L\T) L\RH1N L\(L\RH) L\(L\p)
error short
term variation 1E-7 [m3·s-1] 0.1 [OK] 1E-3 [OK] 2 [0/0] 0.2 [0/0] 5 [Pa]

Contribution dq .AV ~.AT ~ ·A(AT)
dq

·MUlIN ~ ·A(ARH)
dq dq=O.136E-7

to total diffe- - ·A(Ap) [kg s-1m-2j
dV dT IN dAT dRH IN dARH dAp

rential IN (see equ. (24)

=2.1E-10 =1,3E-9 =-3.2E-10 =1.8E-10 =-1,35E-8 =2.9E-10
[kg S-1 m-2] [kg S-1m-2] [kg S-1 m-2] [kg S-1m-2] [kg S-1 m-2] [kg S-1 m-2]

q ± dq: = 2.094 E-7 ± 0.136 E-7 [kg S-1 m-2]

. ~ [0/0]Relative error. q x100 =6.5

Table 3.2: Error calculation of the evaporation flux q
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3.3 MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

3.3.1 Measurement Units

NAGRA NTB 93-10

The evaporation evaluation system at the Grimsel Test Site consists of two evapora
tion measuring stations called Evapometers. Figure 3.2 shows the different
components of

Figure 3.2: Components of the Evapometer system. The letters a-f correspond to
Figure 3.3.

the Evapometer system, while Figure 3.3 shows the complete Evapometer set-up in a
block diagram. The Evapometer consists of the evaporation cell (a), the sensor unit
(b), the control and logging unit (c) and the power unit (d). The telcom, network and
protection unit (e) is a device for reaching remotely one or more Evapometers by tele
phone line. In the following the different units and the working method are described:
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Measuring Station

3.8

Evaporation
Cell

Sensor Unit

Fresh Air in .... =====;'1

Logging- and
Control Unit

Power Unit

a)

....
.......................... -.

I

I
I._--------_ .... --. c)

F=~= Airout

d)

230V ACin (protected)

Reference Station
Evaporation Sensor Logging- and Power Unit
Cell Unit Contral Unit

Additional
Stations

(max.254)

Remote Workstations

Network
CoaxialCable

(max.5km)

Telecom, Network
and Protection Unit

230V AC out

Network

RS·232

protected

unprotected

e)

230VAC in

PhoneLine

FLUXEVALUATION:
Measuring Station

~ RS232

NAGRA
Wettingen

GTI
Sem

EMP
Winterthur

PhoneLine

Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the complete Evapometer set-up in the GTS with
the data acquisition and telecommunication system
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Path way of the air: To determine the evaporation rateof a defined area of
rock, the evaporation cell (a) is installed on the rock surface (Ietters (a) - (f)
refer to Figures 3.2 and 3.3). A small amount of the surrounding air is sucked
through the cell where it saturates with humidity coming out of the tunnel
surface. The sensor unit (b) contains all the high-precision sensors for
measuring the necessary parameters for the flux calculation. Before the air
enters the evaporation cell it passes the measuring chamber IIN" of the
sensor unit where its temperature, relative humidity and pressure are
measured. The air then passes out of the evaporation cell and enters the
sensor unit for a second time where, in the measuring chamber "OUT", the
same parameters are measured again. The air leaves the sensor unit and en
ters the control and logging unit (c) where the air flow is regulated by an air
flow controller. Finally the air is sucked out of the system by a pump. The
suction pump is mounted in the power unit (d).

Bypass circuit: To test the reliability of the measured signals, aseries of
bypass valves is built into the sensor unit (see Figure 3.1). These shorten the
air flow directly from the input chamber to the output chamber. This technique
allows the zerovalue to be determined every time. A zero check is automati
cally executed every week. (see also section 3.4.2)

Electronic components of the Evapometer: The sensor unit (b) contains an
electronic difference circuit for very precise determination of the differences
between the signals measured (temperature, relative humidity, pressure) in
the chambers IIN" and "OUT". All the results are sent to the control and
logging unit (c) where they are preprocessed and stored in a battery-packed
solid-state memory. The Evapometer runs with 12 volts from apower supply
in the power unit (d). A bullt-In rechargeable battery provides the instrument
with an uninterrupted supply for about two days. When the capacity of the
battery is run down or the power unit is unplugged, the data acquisition goes
into a low-power "sleep" mode.

Telcom, network and protection unit: The telcom, network and protection unit
(e) is a general purpose unit which allows reliable data access to several
Evapometers (or other data logging units) via telephone. The unit has an
input for line power and telephone line (unprotected side) and an output for
the data network and line power (protected side). The network functions
simHarly to an Ethernet computer net. The coaxial net may be up to 5
kilometers long with a maximum of 254 stations. In summertime, overvoltage
events due to lightning endanger all electronic equipment with long grounded
sensors. In the telcom and protection unit, an overvoltage protector blocks all
the dangerous high voltage immissions coming through the line power or the
telephone line.
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3.3.2 Data Acquisition, Data Handling and Remote Control System

The A/D-converter of the Evapometer runs with a sampling rate of 1 second and sto
res the values in the INPUT STORAGE. After processing, the data are deposited in
FINAL STORAGE in 5 min or 60 min averages from where they can be collected.The
built-in clock provides the values with the corresponding time.

There are three ways of accessing the Evapometers:

by keyboard and display of the data logger, which allows access not only to
the data but also to the entire program.

by a portable computer linked with aserial cable directly to the data logger,
which allows the data to be collected and processed in situ at the GTS.

by modem-network, which allows the data of all Evapometers from different
locations to be collected or looked at with a computer linked to a modem by a
single telephone line.

A user-specific batch file allows automatie data collection since the last data recall.
The Evapometer sends a package of data with a checksum to the calling computer,
waits till it gets the right answer from the computer, then sends another package of
data. The checksum guarantees an error-free data transmission.

The collected raw data are stored in a comma delineated format without a description.
The Evapometer software contains a simple program called "SPLlT" which converts
the raw data into a form which is more conveniant for the user. The program works in
batch mode and needs only very few ram memory because it is processing row after
row from a datafile. The user can easily change the parameters, e.g. setting limits, or
execute calculations or set selection criteria. A more detailed description of the
program handling and data acquisition is given in MEIER et al. (1992).

For people who are familiar with the instruments it is also possible to view the actual
input data on-line and to execute control functions. The standard control functions are:

Change from 5min to 60min averages
Change of the flow rate
Bypass test execution
Callback function

This on-line option also allows a remote change of the program or a download of a
new program version by telephone.



3.4 FIELD EXPERIMENTS

3.4.1 Measurement Sites
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All the measurements were performed in the ventilation drift between 445 and 465 m.
The evaporation cell was fixed at the tunnel wall together with the sensor unit.The
sensor unit was usually installed close to the evaporation cell in order to obtain sirnllar
e1imatic conditions around the cell and the sensors. The logging-, power-, and telcom
units were laid nearby to a field table. At every new measurement site, the
evaporation cell and sensor unit were reinstalled. A movable telescopic stick, which
pressed the evaporation cell to the tunnel wall, greatly reduced the installation time.

In the southern section of the GTS, 5 structural units can be observed. These 5 units
are derived from structural mapping of the drift surface (BOSSART, 1992), and from
microscopic flow path characterization (BOSSART & MAZUREK, 1991). The 5 struc
tural units are the granodiorite matrix, the non-reactivated ductile shear-zones, the
reactivated shear-zones ineluding fractures, lamprophyre dikes and extension
fractures. The details are given in Table 3.3.

The predominant flow path in these structural units is provided by a network of grain
boundary- and fault gouge pores (Figure 3.4a, b). It is obvious that water (liquid and
gaseous) can be transported through this pore network. From a conceptual point of
view, the Iiquid-gaseous interface can be located at the tunnel surface (liquid water is
transported through capillaries to the surface and evaporates there), or in the rock.
Therefore evaporation mayaiso occur in the rock matrix and the transport of water
vapor is controlled by the humidity gradient in the pore network.

The distribution of the 5 units, which have been defined in Table 3.3, is shown sche
matically in Figure 3.5. All the measurement sites in this section of the ventilation
tunnel are indicated with numbers: altogether there are 33 "rneasurement points"
(each with an area of 177 crn") in these 5 units, where the evaporation rate has been
measured. The reference station was fixed at 454 m on the western tunnel wall.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.4: Thin section of a) grain boundary pores in granodiorite matrix and b)
fault gouge in a reactivated shear-zone.
Scale: width of photograph corresponds to 1 mm a) and 1 cm b)
respectively.



Structura l Unit Rock Type Main Minerals [vol%l Deformation Flow Path Vol-Porositv

granitic matri x granodiorite qz 23 , ab 22.5, - ductile - grain boundary
kf20.25, bio 13.75, - weak cleavage pores 0.5 - 1.50/0
mu 7.5, chi 3, - flattening strains - (solution pores)
ep 5, ti 2, - transgranular pores)
ilm 1, all 1,
acc (ru, zr, aoa) <1'1)

non reactivated ductile granitic mylonite qz 18, ab 32.2, - ductile - sheet silicate pores < 0.1 0!c>
shear-zones kf 21.8, bio 13.9, - intense c1eavage - (grain boundary

mu 6.2, ep 4.2, - stretching lineation pores)
ti 1.8, acc (ru, zr, - quartz ribbons
apa, ilm, all, clavs) <1'2)

reactivated shear- granitic mylonite qz 15, ab 27.5, - brittle - fault gouge porosity
zones and fractures and fault gouge kf 6.5, bio 41, - weak cohesion 10 - 30 %

mu 4, ep 3, - creep structures
ti 2, acc (ru, zr,
apa, ilm, clavs) <1'3)

dikes lamprophyre kersantite spessartite - ductile, brittle at - (grain boundary
ab10-25 ab 40-60 walls pores)
kf 0-10 kf 5-10 - cleavage refraction - (sheet silicate - 1 %

bi050-70 bio 10-20 - cuspate lobate pores)
hbl 0 hbl 15-30 structures - at walls: fault gouge
ep10-20 ep 0-10'4) porosity

aplite qz 43.4, ab 38.5,
kf 16.8, bio 0.1
chi 1.2'4)

extension fractures quartz veins qz, adularia, calcite, fluorite, chi, - ductile - brittle - solution pores
("Zerrklüfte") acc (ep, ti, apa, bio, pyrite, transition - grain boundary - 5 %

qalena, milaritel'" - syntaxial qrowth pores

Table 3,3: Structural units in the southern part of the GTS.
Abbreviations: qz =quartz, ab =albite, kf =K-feldspar, bio =biotite, mu =muscovite, chi =chlorite, ep =epidote, ti =titanite, i1m =ilmenite, all =allanite-Ce, ru =
rutile, zr =zircon, apa =apatite, ace =accessory minerals. ·lIM. Mazurek (1993) (average of 4 sampies), ·2IM. Mazurek (1993) (average of 9 sampies), ·3IM. Mazurek
(1993) (average of 2 sampIes), ·4INTB 87-14, ·SIStalder, 1987.
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3.4.2 Calibration of the Evaporation Rate

NAGRA NTB 93-10

The calibration of the evaporation rate is done with a so called bypass test. The
bypass test checks if potential deviations or long-term drifts falsify the evaluated
evaporation rate. Such deviations or drifts are then corrected or removed respectively.
The principle of the bypass test is presented in Figure 3.6a: the left side shows the
normal measurement configuration, while the right side shows the bypass configura
tion. In the latter the sensors are Iinked together; the measured values of RH_in
should then be equal to RH_out and T_in should be equal to T_out. The humidity and
temperature difference and the resultant evaporation rate should then be zero.

In Figure 3.6b, the in-situ configuration of the bypass test is shown; it is the same
configuration as shown in Figure 3.6a on the left hand side. What is remarkable is that
the air input to the evaporation cell and the sensor (RH_in, T_in) is short-circuited.
With this configuration, the area covered by the evaporation cell cannot saturate
during the bypass test, because tunnel air is also "purnped" through the cell, After
finishing the bypass test, no adjustment for the sensors is necessary and the vapor
fluxes can be evaluated continuously.

The duration of a bypass test is 4 hours. Normally 5-minute measurement values are
stored and then the "zero" evaporation rates are calculated. These bypass tests have
been perlormed on average every week at both the measurement and the reference
stations. Altogether 25 bypass tests have been perlormed during the measurement
period; the results are listed in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 shows that all zero fluxes are close to zero. During the experimental period,
no temporal drift of the calculated zero fluxes is visible. The zero evaporation rates of
Table 3.4 are now used to correct the evaporation rates of measurement and
reference stations. Between two bypass tests, the corrections are perlormed linearly.

a)---- measurernent
confIguratIon

(RH; T) ; out

............... bypass
: : confIguratIon

O
~ (RH;T);out

C~--=-
: (RH; T); in

. .. ................
sensor-box

b )

Figure 3.6: Bypass test. Principle a) and in-situ configuration b).
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Mean Flux at Mean Flux at

Date Time Reference Station Measurement Station

[mg m-2 S-1] [mg m-2 S-1]

31. Jan. 1993 00:00 - 24:00 0.02978 - 0.02531

1. Febr. 1993 00:00 - 06:00 0.02864 - 0.02394

8. Febr. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 0.02175 - 0.01819

1. Mar. 1993 04:00 • 06:00 0.00809 - 0.02361

8. Mar. 1993 04:00 • 06:00 - 0.01628 - 0.00774

15. Mar. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.05712 - 0.0087

22. Mar. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.09255 0.01425

29. Mar. 1993 04:00 • 06:00 - 0.04643 0.02456

5. Apr. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.03909 0.03883

12. Apr. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.07695 0.01333

19. Apr. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 ·0.05544 - 0.01096

26. Apr. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.05924 - 0.03294

3. May 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.05641 - 0.02167

10. May 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.03074 0.00926

17. May 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.01771 - 0.02587

24. May 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.02109 - 0.02511

31. May 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.05262 - 0.02284

7.Jun.1993 04:00 - 06:00 ·0.05387 - 0.03578

14. Jun. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 ·0.05862 - 0.02545

21.Jun.1993 04:00 • 06:00 - 0.05629 ·0.01124

28. Jun. 1993 04:00 • 06:00 - 0.0556 - 0.03221

5. Jul. 1993 04:00 • 06:00 ·0.05047 ·0.01172

12. Jul. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.05037 - 0.01524

19. Jul. 1993 04:00 - 06:00 - 0.05158 - 0.01709

26. Jul. 1993 04:00 • 06:00 ·0.05055 ·0.01849

labia 3.4: Calculation of the "mean zero flux" during a bypass test
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In the first example, the measurement quantities and the flux calculation are presen
ted (Figure 3.7a-d). The relative humidity RH and temperature are very constant in the
drift (around 74 % and 14.3 oe, tunnel climate kept stable by the GSF ventilation
equipment). This is not the case for the RH difference which decreases from minus
3.1 % at the start to minus 2.9 % at the end. This means that the minus signifies that
the RH in the cell is higher than in the drift and the discharge therefore has to occur
from the drift wall into the tunnel. The evaporation flux is calculated with equations
(23) and (24). lt decreases slightly but constantly from 0.18 at the start to 0.17 mg m-2

S-1 at the end. Although the drift c1imate is very constant in our first example, steady
state conditions were not reached and the adjustment of the hydraulic gradient and
the relative permeability seems to be continuing. This adjustment can be explained
with the concept of an unsaturated zone in the tunnel wall: the drift c1imate induces a
discharge which is higher than the natural inflow. Additional water is therefore
removed from the storage, the grain and transgranular pores in the tunnel wall (see
also Figure 3.4a). When the pores beeome inereasingly filled with air, the water
permeability decreases. This can be seen on the one hand in the RH difference
(Figure 3.7a), which becomes less negative, and on the other hand in the decreasing
flux (Figure 3.7d).

The next example (Figure 3.8) shows the evaluation of the fluxes where the drift
c1imate in the tunnel section, especially the relative humidity, has been ehanged. Both
the referenee and measurement stations are installed elose together in the
granodiorite matrix (for location, see Figure 3.5). The lowering of RH induces a high
RH-gradient in the drift and, as a result, additional water is removed from the pores
and evaporates at the tunnel surface. This can be seen in a flux peak at both stations
at day 34.8; thereafter the flux slightly decreases. Both stations show a good temporal
correlation of their fluxes.

Figures 3.9-3.12 show ealculated fluxes where the measurement station has been
moved away from the reference station into four different structural units. These are
the granodiorite matrix (Figure 3.9), a reaetivated shear-zone (Figure 3.10), a lam
prophyre dike (Figure 3.11), and an extension fracture. The reference station was not
moved and remained in the matrix. The tunnel elimate was variable, which ean be
seen in the RH fluetuations. Furthermore the fluxes of the eorresponding struetural
units have been corrected by the bypass data (see section 3.4.2). As a result, the
fluxes in the shear-zone are a factor 3 higher than at the reference site (Figure 3.10).
The fluxes in the matrix, lamprophyre, and the extension fracture are clearly higher
than those of the referenee station, but still in the same range (Figures 3.9 and 3.12).
Although the measurement sites are far away from the referenee station (for location,
the dataset number in these figures corresponds with the number in Figure 3.5), there
is a strong temporal correlation of the fluxes between measurement and referenee
station.
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In Table 3.5 mean values and standard deviations of measured relative humidities,
temperatures and ealeulated fluxes are compiled. Several datasets correspond to
lamprophyre-matrix transition zones, where the fluxes are relatively high. Due to brittle
reaetivation, sueh zones eould also be treated as shear-zones.
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4 WATER BALANCE IN TUNNEL SECTIONS

(BOSSART, P., LANG, J. & RAZ, U.)

4.1 INTRODUCTION

NAGRA NTB 93-10

In underground test facilities, both liquid water and vapor may flow into the drifts. The
proportion of liquid water and vapor depend on: i) the tunnel climate which is
controlled by the operational ventilation and ii) the degree of the heterogeneity in the
geology; in high permeability fractures, liquid water discharges into the tunnel,
whereas in low permeability structures such as the granodioritic matrix, vapor flow
dominates.

Three different methods were applied to evaluate the groundwater discharge into the
tunnel:

Plastic sheeting covering high permeability structures outcroping on the
tunnel surface (Figure 4.1a; BOSSART & HUFSCHMIED, 1989); an integral
measurement over whole sections of shear-zones.

Classical ventilation test in a tunnel section (KULL et al., 1993). It is an
integral measurement over aseparated area of a tunnel surface.

Evaporation measurements at the tunnel surface (Figure 4.1b); point
measurements, representative of a few square centimeters on the tunnel
surface. Two techniques were applied:

• Open system, where the evaporation rate is calculated from of relative
humidity- and temperature-differences together with the diffusion coeffi
cient of water (WATANABE, 1991).

• Closed system, where the evaporation rate is calculated from of relative
humidity- and temperature-differences together with the volume flow of air
(see chapter 3, this report).

In the following and also in chapter 3 only the closed system with the Evapometer
technique is considered. All three methods have the following general characteristics.
Plastic sheets were placed over structures with permanent liquid water discharge (e.g.
mylonitic shear-zones with a high fracture density). This water is pumped from a water
collection hole to a reservoir tank and conducted to a tipping budget gauge, which
measures the discharge (Figure 4.1a).

In the classical ventilation test, air with a defined temperature and relative humidity is
pumped into the drift section using a closed air-circulating system; the air then
becomes saturated with rock formation moisture (e.g. from the granodiorite matrix).
The saturated air is returned via a closed air-circulating system to a cooling trap,
where it is cooled to around 10 C. The quantity of water extracted from the condensed
air is taken as being equal to the discharge from the rock mass into the drift.
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Figure 4.1: Principle of water inflow measurements
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b) Evapometer, water vapor
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The Evapometer, described in detail in chapter 3, measures the relative humidity and
temperature differences at the tunnel surface. From these measurements, the
evaporation rate is calculated for a given volume flow of air. These evaporation rates
reflect point observations, where the evaluated discharge is related to a small tunnel
area. For the estimation of the water balance of a tunnel system the point measure
ments have to be spatially integrated. The higher the point measurement density is,
the more precisely the discharge can be calculated, but then the costs can also be
quite high. These considerations result in a measurement strategy where the number
of measurements required for evaluating an integrated inflow is optimized (see chap
ter 4.3).

The water balancing with the methods of plastic sheeting and the ventilation test has
already been discussed in detail (WATANABE & BOSSART, 1992; KULL et al., 1993).
However the ventilation test and the Evapometer measurement methods have never
been compared. This is emphasized in chapter 4.2, where the vapor discharges
measured by the ventilation test and Evapometers are compared. In chapter 4.3, the
measurement strategy for the Evapometer is presented and finally, in chapter 4.4, the
methods for measuring vapor discharges in low-permeability rock sections are discus
sed.

4.2 WATER BALANCE IN THE VE-DRIFT

4.2.1 Measurements

A water balance was performed in the forward part of the VE-drift during the first
quarter of 1992. Two structural units are predominant in this tunnel section: a low
permeability matrix with intercalated small shear-zones, and a higher permeability
large shear-zone unit. The details are given in Table 4.1.

The plastic sheeting method was applied in the shear-zone, whereas the discharge in
the matrix was measured by the ventilation test (KULL et al., 1993) and by Evapo
meter methods (see chapter 3).

Matrix Shear-Zone

Structural granodiorite, lamprophyre dike, mylonites, fault gouge
Description small shear-zones
Tunnel Geometry
-diameter 3.60 [m] 3.60 [m]
-tunnel meter 445 - 465 [m] 465 - 480 [m]
-surface area 220 [m2

] 165 [m2
]

-volume of air 226 [m3] 170 rm31
Discharge Measure- - Ventilation test Plastic sheets
ment Method - Evapometer

Table 4.1: Discharge measurements in the VE-drift, first quarter of 1992.
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In the first 18 days of the experiment, the tunnel climate was kept constant (Figure
4.2a). The relative humidity was around 78 % and the temperature 15 oe. 30 days of
high climatic variations then followed, where the relative humidity varied between 55
and 78 % and the temperature between 13 and 15 "C. The final period of 35 days was
again stable with relative humidities around 64 % and temperatures of 14 oe.

The volume flow of air in the tunnel section with a volume of 226 m3 was 0.5 m3 S·1.

This volume flow was set by the ventilation equipment. The volume flow of air in the
evaporation cell (volume 1.5E-3 m3

) was 5.25E-6 m3 S·1. This volume flow is regulated
by the Evapometer and can be varied between 0 and 1.40E-5 m3 S·1.

4.2.2 Results

The results of the measurements are shown in Figure 4.2 b., where a total mean
discharge of 1.2 I h.:' was measured. About two thirds of this discharge is Iinked with
the shear-zone (plastic sheeting) and one third with the granodiorite matrix (ventilation
test). The discharge in the matrix is controlled by the tunnel e1imate: a lowering of the
relative humidity results in a discharge increase and vice-versa (compare e.g. Figure
4.2 a and b, between days 50 and 60). The discharge in the shear-zone seems not to
be affected by the tunnel climate. The relative humidity under the plastic sheets is
always close to 100%

•

The discharge from the matrix in the forward part of the VE-drift has been derived with
the classical Ventilation test and with Evapometer measurements (Figure 4.3 and
Table 4.2). In the Ventilation test, the discharge over the whole area (220 m2

) is
directly measured by cooling down the vapor-saturated air and condensing out the
water. To calculate the discharge from Evapometer measurements, the
measurements were grouped according to the structural unit they belong and at every
hour interval the arithmetic mean was taken. This discharge is then multiplied by the
corresponding tunnel surface area of the structural unit (see Figure 3.5). The
discharge shown in Figure 4.3 is the sum of all structural units. The discharge
variability is examined in detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of discharges derived by the classical ventilation test and
the Evapometer in the matrix. Location: ventilation drift, forward part.
Area: 220 m2

• The corresponding tunnel climate is shown in Figure 4.2
(top).

Area Mean Macroper- Comments
Discharge meability

VENTILATION TEST 220 m~ 0.443 I h.-1 3.90 E-11ms? measured over
martrix s.1. the wholetunnel

surface
EVAPORATION TEST

matrix 199.7 m2 0.2101 h.-1 calculated from
shear-zones 12.2 m2 0.016\ h.-1 pointmeasure-
lamprophyre 6.7 m2 0.0071 h.-1 ments
extension fracture 1,4 m~ 0.001 I h:1

Total 220 m2 0.2341 h." 2.07 E-11rns"

Table 4.2: Comparison of discharge derived by ventilation test and Evapometer.
The details of calculating the macropermeability are given in
VOMVORIS & FRIEG (1992).
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When both methods are compared the following results can be drawn:

Discharges of the ventilation test and the Evapometer both react to humidity
changes: the lower the humidity in the tunnel, the higher the discharge.

The Evapometer discharge seems to react more sensitively to humidity chan
ges than that of the ventilation test (example, see Figures 4.2 and 4.3: bet
ween days 56-62, the relative humidity continuously increases from 570/0 to
62 0/0; the corresponding Evapometer discharge decreases, as physically
expected, from 400 to 300 ml h.", The ventilation discharge decreases only
very slowly, or not at all).

The Evapometer discharge is clearly lower than that of the ventilation dis
charge. The mean Evapometer discharge (234 ml n.:') in Figure 4.3 is ~ 55 0/0
of that of the ventilation test (443 ml h.:')

The macropermeability was derived by the formula of THIEM (1906), where
steady state conditions and a fully saturated tunnel wall are assumed. Due to
the linear relationship of discharge and permeability, the macropermeability
derived by the Evapometer is also ca. 550/0 of that derived by the ventilation
test.
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4.3 MEASUREMENT STRAGEGY FOR POINT MEASUREMENTS

4.3.1 Basic Principle

The subject of this investigation is to find a method for determining the necessary
number of measurements in an area, which will give the mean discharge within a
given error tolerance. The diseharge Z eannot be measured at every point in the area
beeause of temporal and finaneial eonstraints. What is measured is the diseharge in a
few locations. The mean of one realisation of the experiment can then be estimated
using the spatial variability of the discharge, which ideally should first be determined
from previous measurements (in our ease this is done in seetion 4.3.2) or by using
values derived from other investigated sites. The error varianee of this estimation ean
then be calculated. By estimating the mean of a realisation, the error variance
becomes a function of the size of the area and the number of points in the realisation.

The value whieh is finally required is the mean of the real diseharge, whieh is denoted
by Z(N), expressing that it eould be obtained from a very high number of point values
(N ~ 00). However, as already mentioned, in reality only a low number n of measure
ments (for example n=5) may be feasible. In the following, the terms population and
sampie are always related to a realisation.

The method presented below is based on the following assumptions:

The diseharge Z is a random funetion in the two-dimensional spaee.

The variogram of the discharge exists and has a sill 0'02 and a eorrelation
length I. (These two parameters have to be known either from previous
measurements or from values derived at other sites).

A theoretieal variogram model ean be fitted to the measurements.

The variance of the measurement error 0'02 is known.

As a simplification due to the few measurements, the discharge is assumed
as an isotropie process.

Let assume that reality ean be represented by one realisation with values at N points.
The mean of the diseharge, based on the assumptions above, can be determined
from:

where:

Z (N)
N

= 1 . LtZi
N i=l

[mg h."] (27)

Z(N) = mean diseharge of a very high number
of error-free point values

N = population size of the realisation
Zj = true discharge at point i (unknown)

[mg h."]
[-]

[mg h:1
]
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The objeetive is to extimate the true mean - given in this ease by equation (27) 
through a limited number of measurements, n. The estimated mean is then,

1 n

Z (n) = . L(Zk + tk) [mg h:1
] (28)

n k=l

where:
Z(n) = mean diseharge of the n available

measurements [mg h:1
]

n = sampie size of the realisation [-]
Zk = true diseharge at point k [mg h:1

]

tk = measurement error at point k [mg h:1
]

(e is assumed to be a random variable with
a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of O'm)

(Zk+tk) = measured value of Z at point k [mg h:1
]

The error varianee of this estimation proeedure is ealled the extension varianee and
ean be written as

O'ext 2 = var (Z(N) - Z(n))

Equation (29) is developed to (LANG & ßOSSART, 1993)

(29)

'Ye(h) = variogram model fitting the measured data
of the diseharge

h = distanee between points
O'm2 = varianee of the measurement error e

where:

2
+ -

Non

0' 2 0

+ --!!!........:
n

N n

LLYe(h)
i=l kel
1 n n

- 2 • LL(h)
n i=l k=l

(30)

[m]

Possible models for 'Ye(h) are (OE MARSILV, 1986):

'Ye(h) = 0'02 0 (1 - exp(-h/I) )

'Ye(h) = 0'02 0 ((3/2) 0 (h/I) - ~ . (h/I)3)
= 0'02

'Ye(h) = 0'02 0 (1 - exp( _(h/I)2 ) )

if h<1
if h>1

exponential variogram

spherieal variogram

gaussian variogram
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where:
0'02 = variance of discharge (=sill of the variogram) [mg2 h:2

]

I = correlation length [m]

In practical applications the maximum tolerance for the estimation of the discharge Z
is prescribed. The way to solve the problem is now to vary n until the extension
variance O'ext2 is lower than or equal to this prescribed tolerance O'max2:

[ - ] (31 )

The necessary number of measurements (n) is now defined by equation (30).

Sensitivity and case studies show the following (LANG & BOSSART, 1993):

As a function of the population N, with increasing N the extension variance
tends towards a constant value, which corresponds to the expected behavio
ur. Of course the population size should be very high (N ~ 00): the higher N is
the more precisely O'ext2 can be calculated. The choice of N is simply a
question of computation time. Several tests show that with N~2000 the
results for O'ext2 are satisfactory in quite a short time.

The extension variance shows a considerable sensitivity to the correlation
length. With increasing I, O'ext2 decreases and tends towards a constant value
for 1>100m, but shows a peak for short correlation lengths. The correlation
length is thus a key parameter.

The relation between the extension variance and the sill of the variogram O'Q2

is a linear function. Thus the extension variance is quite sensitive to the sill of
the variogram which is therefore a key parameter in this estimation. If it is
assumed that the discharge has a finite variance O'Q2, the exponential, the
gaussian or the spherical variogram model can be applied. A finite variance
means that the extension variance and also the necessary number of
measurements is not a function of the size of the area. For these different
variograms O'ext2 varies only within a very small range. If the variogram is
linear, the discharge does not have a finite variance (the linear variogram
does not have a sill and a correlation length). O'Q2 becomes a linear function of
the area. This also means that O'ext2 and the necessary number of measure
ments are a function of the size of the observed area and other criteria for the
evaluation of the measurement strategy should be considered.

Concerning the configuration of the measurements, it is very important for the
calculation of the extension variance O'ext2 that the points be regularly
distributed over the area.

4.3.2 The Measurement Strategy: A Practical Example

Between February and July 1993, the vapor discharge was measured at 33 locations
on the tunnel surface of the ventilation drift at the Grimsel Test Site (chapter 3, this
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report). Based on these data, the effect of the number of measurements to the mean
flux will be evaluated based on the extension variance criterion (equation 31).

The discharge is related to an Evapometer area of 177cm2. Five datasets out of 33
have been eliminated because of extraordinary climatic conditions during the measu
rements. The relative humidity in the ventilation drift varies over quite a large range
even during the measuring of one dataset; this is why the measurements are first
normalized using the following procedure:

where:
[qnorm]t =normalized discharge at time t at

the measurement station
[qmeas]t = discharge at time t at the measurement

station
[qret]t = discharge at time t at the reference

station
avg[qret] = average over one discharge dataset

at the reference station

[mg h."]

[mg h.-1]

[mg h.-1]

[mg h."]

(32)

These [qnorm]t values are now averaged over the whole dataset. The average of the
normalized discharges for one dataset is calculated and presented in Table 4.3.

A statistical analysis of the data shows that the matrix and the lamprophyre have a
similar variability while the shear zones have a considerably smaller one. The disch
arges of all structural units reflect a log-normal distribution.

The variance of the measurement error O'm2 has to be calculated from these measure
ments (Table 3.2, chapter 3). With a relative error given by the equipment of 6.5%,
one obtains

O'm2 =1.32

This value is used in the calculations.

The variability of the discharge of every structural unit has to be calculated with these
measurements and can then be used in equation (30) to determine the necessary
number of measurements. This discharge variance is set equal to the sill of the vario
gram, so first an experimental variogram of the measurement data has to be created.
One of the theoretical variogram models is then fitted to the experimental one.

The measurements in all structural units are now used together to calculate the dis
charge variability of the entire area including matrix, shear zones, lamprophyre dikes
and extension fractures (Figure 4.4). With a maximum distance of 6 meters and 208
pairs of measurements, an exponential model with a sill of 135 mg2 h-2 and a correla
tion length of 1.2 meters is fitted to the experimental data.
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Data- Structural x-Coord. y-Coord. Average Point Mean of Dis- Standard Variance
set charge

Unit Discharge Deviation
No.

[m] [m] [mg h:1]

[mg h:1l]

(1 (12

1 matrix 454.10 3.40 15.293 30.21;2 10.481 109.859

2 457.35 3.55 47.320

3 454.75 6.85 41.278

4 455.80 7.20 31.481

12 463.10 2.20 17.669

15 459.15 8.75 22.188

22 460.66 3.95 25.004

24 464.05 2.52 29.563

25 463.74 8.15 43.072

27 451.03 8.65 26.802

28 447.70 8.60 23.201

29 463.40 5.30 43.852

30 451.30 0.00 26.027

5 shear-zone 456.25 3.35 40.112 39.650 5.323 28.336

6 456.15 4.15 44.391

10 462.20 2.70 40.402

14 460.15 4.60 42.403

21 459.65 3.05 28.073

23 458.65 7.60 41.805

26 452.80 8.25 40.364

8 lampro- 460.50 8.45 37.227 24.247 9.444 89.190
phyre

9 461.70 2.55 30.197

11 461.15 2.45 17.065

16 460.57 7.90 26.443

31 461.45 3.95 10.625

33 461.50 4.35 23.923

32 extension
fracture

457.00 1.90 18.592 18.592 .... ....

Table 4.3: Compilation of the discharge measurements (the dataset numbers
correspond to the locations in Figura 3.5)
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Figure 4.4: Discharge variogram of all structural units

4.3.3 Results

It can be seen that the variogram has a sill, l.e, the structural units have a constant
discharge variability, which is reasonable. In general, the so-called nugget is caused
for the major part by measurement errors and it is therefore set equivalent to (jm2 in all
cases. The influence of the measurement error will be very limited because it is small
compared to the sill, which is the dominant value. Of course the reliability of these
parameters must be interpreted with caution due to the few measurements (see table
3) and the small number of pairs used in the variograms. Nevertheless they do give an
idea of the range within which they actually lie. Table 4.4 gives a summary of the
important parameter values for the following calculations. The variograms for each
structural unit are presented in LANG & BOSSART (1993).

Structural Variogram Sill Corr.Length Nugget
Unit Type [ma2h"2] [m] [mg2h"2]

matrix spherical 155 2.0 1.32
shear-zone gaussian 68 2.0 1.32
larnprophvre exponential 105 0.6 1.32

ext.fract. ...- ---- ---- 1.32
all struct. exponential 135 1.2 1.32

units

Table 4.4: Variogram parameters of the different structural units
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The extension variance is now calculated in the ventilation drift using the parameters
derived in the previous chapters. Four structural units are distinguished: matrix, shear
zones, lamprophyre dikes and extension fractures. For each structural unit, the exten
sion variance is calculated separately. This is done by the code EMS1.3 (LANG &
BOSSART, 1993). Figure 4.5 shows as an example the extension variance of the
matrix in relation to the population size. This calculation is done with a sampie size of
5 measurements .

•

Ni 30,5 _ .. ;,' ':' . . . . . . . .. n
'------~~-_......

...... 31,5 -~ :.......... .
~. : Variogram : spherical
~ ~ .
N : am2 : 1,32 (mg2 h:2 )

.§: . O'Q2 : 155 (mg2 h.'2)
_ I:2,0 m

:5
o
Bc::
cu ..'t: _.

~ - .29,5 _ ~ ; J!"frJl'-~:.:."" ~; --
c:: .;- -"-----. -
o .. - ",. "-rAJ-"",,· .'(j) •• rI". ~ : :
c:: ....: :
-! : :
UJ : :

i
2000,0

i
1000,0

Population N

28,51------------1'-----------1.-------'
o

Figure 4.5: Extension variance of the matrix as a function of the population size

The graph can be interpreted as being created by two superposed oscillations. One
oscillation has a lower frequency and is caused by equation (30) and is analytically
reasonable. With increasing N the amplitude becomes smaller and tends towards
zero, so finally the function becomes constant. This corresponds exactly to the
expected behavior. The other oscillation has a very high and irregular frequency and
is caused numerically by the steps that increase the population size while running the
program EMS. For N > 2000, this oscillation disappears.

As a result the calculation example gives an extension variance of O'ext2:::=29.5 for N ~
00. With a mean discharge of 30.2 mg h-1 per evapometer area (Table 4.3), this is
equivalent to a relative error of 18%.

With the previous findings, the necessary number of measurements can now be
evaluated. The measurement points are regularly distributed inbetween the structural
units (matrix and shear-zones). When all structural units are Iinked to one unit, then
the measurement points can be placed randomly. The calculated extension variance
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of equation (30) can be transformed into a relative error. This error tolerance is now
put in relation to the number of measurements (Figure 4.6). For example in the matrix
with 2 measurements, one additional measurement decreases the error tolerance
from 290/0 to 240/0, but when 8 measurements are increased by one, the error
tolerance is decreased only by 1% from 14% to 13%. This demonstrates that, when
starting with a low number of measurements, additional measurements significantly
reduce the error tolerance. With a high number of measurements, however, only a
small decrease in the error tolerance is obtained by additional measurements.

50 r--------------------------....,
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.....
~o
';' 30
o
c
cu
"-
CD
- 20
~
"-o
"
"-
w 10

\
\

\ ,
\ ,

\

'....

'., .
.•..... , ..•........• , .

- matrix
.... - shear zones

- - - all structural units

---- ... _-.--
" ' •.... , , , ....•..... , ..

1094 5 6 7 8

Number of Measurements n
32

01.-------------------------------1
1

Figure 4.6: Error tolerance (one standard deviation) in relation
to the number of measurements in all structural units

In Figure 4.7 the results of the point measurement strategy are compared with those
of the ventilation test, where the discharge measured during the constant climatic
conditions of days 30-40 in 1992 is == 289 mg h.:' (see Figure 4.2a and b). The dis
charge of the point measurement strategy is calculated with 1 to 12 measurements
and is presented with a range defined by two standard deviations. Figure 4.7 indicates
on the one hand that the error range decreases with increasing amount of
measurements in the same way as the error tolerance in Figure 4.6. On the other
hand it shows that the discharge of the ventilation test always lies within this range.
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Figura 4.7: Ventilation test results comparised with the results of the point measu
rements.

4.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A comparison of discharges derived by the ventilation test and the Evapometer techni
que shows that, they lie in the same range, but that those of the Evapometer
technique are usually smaller. One reason could be that when performing the classical
ventilation test, more water is extracted from the matrix than naturally flows into the
tunnel (the natural inflow into the tunnel is controlled by the tunnel radius, matrix per
meability and hydraulic gradient). The additional water is removed from the pore spa
ce of the matrix. This results in drying-out of near-tunnel and low permeability rock
units and the creation of an unsaturated zone. The developement of such an
unsaturated zone is presented in chapter 2. The drying out of the matrix caused by
the ventilation was directly observed by measuring changes in matrix potential and
water content in the tunnel wall.

One measure to overcome drying-out effects is to optimize the volume flow of air for
both the ventilation test and the Evapometer. It is suggested to decrease this volume
flow for the ventilation test, which is actually set by the equipment and lies around 0.5
m3

S·1. The Evapometer can vary the air flow through the glass cell between 0 and 800
ml rnin", The air flow has been optimized in the sense, the air flow is not too high to
dry out the rock matrix but is also not so low as to allow accumulation of moisture. An
optimized air flow value around 300 ml rnln" in low-permeabilty units was found. Fur
thermore, tunnel air of the measurement section (and not air of a defined humidity and
temperature from outside the drift as in the ventilation test) is pumped through the
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glass cell of the Evapometer. With these measures, the drying out of the matrix can
largely be reduced.

A useful application of the measured discharges of the ventilation test and Evapome
ter technique is the calculation of the macropermeability. Due to the linear relationship
of discharge and hydraulic conductivity, the macropermeability evaluated by the
Evapometer is also lower than that of the ventilation test. In general, the higher the
drying out of the rock wall is (= more water is extracted from pore space), the higher
the macropermeability will be. Therefore macropermeabilities derived with the
classical ventilation test have to be interpreted mostly as conservative values.

The conclusions for the evaluation of water balance in tunnel sections are:

Combination of Evapometer measurements and plastic sheeting: A water
balance in low-permeability rocks can best be performed by the combination
of Evapometer measurements in low-permeability units and liquid water
collection with plastic sheeting in higher permeability structures. Although the
geometry of the ventilation drift was simple (a higher permeability shear-zone
unit was near a lower permeability matrix), the method could also be applied
in large tunnel systems with a more complex geometry.

Measurement strategy: How many Evapometers (point measurements) in a
defined tunnel section are necessary to obtain the total discharge within a
given error tolerance? This question results in the measurement strategy
which defines the number of measurements and also the arrangement of the
stations in the low permeability structural units. It has been demonstrated that
the discharge variance is finite and with 4 measurements (area 170 m2

) the
discharge can be calculated within an error less than 20 0/0. Due to the finite
discharge variance, the number of measurements also remains low when an
extended tunnel area is balanced.

Measurement locations: It has been found that the measurement locations
have to be regularly distributed. When there is a high number of
measurements a random distribution of locations could be performed. In
practical applications, the number of measurements is always low and the
locations are linked to structural units (e.g. shear-zones, matrix). Therefore
the regular distribution of measurement locations is mostly dictated by the
geometry of the structural units.

Critical parameters: The vapor flux and the discharge of a whole section are
greatly dependent on the tunnel climate. In the GTS, it was found that the
relative humidity ehanges are responsible for the large temporal diseharge
fluctuations. The discharge is only weakly influenced by the temperature. An
other factor is small-scale heterogeneities in the matrix, which can also affect
the discharge. This variability is expressed in the discharge variance (see
chapter 4.3). The above mentioned factors are not valid for the plastic
sheeting teehnique, because the relative humidity is always elose to 1000/0
between the plastie sheets and tunnel surface.
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Comparison with classical ventilation test: The Evapometer discharges are
10-80% lower than those measured by the ventilation test. The higher
discharge of the Ventilation test could result from removal of water which has
been stored in the near-tunnel rock matrix (drying-out process). The
Evapometer technique is able to reduce this drying-out to aminimum. This
implies also that calculated macropermeabilites derived by the ventilation test
are more conservative (higher) than those evaluated by the Evapometer
measurements.
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This report summarizes the main results of the Nagra investigations in the VE-site
during Phase 3 (1991 - 1993) of the GTS programme. The results have been
presented in three Chapters in this report, which cover:

development of techniques for measurement of unsaturated zone characteristics
(e.g. water potential, water content)

development of a simple technique and methodology for measurement of vapor
flux at discrete locations in tunnel sections

conceptualization and a first study of the optimization of the number of
measurements required for estimating the water balance

A major part of Naqra's investigations focused on issues related to the unsaturated
zone in the vicinity of tunnels. The development of an unsaturated zone in the rock
around ventilated tunnels was observed during previous investigation programs in the
GTS (ßAERTSCHI et al., 1991). The existence of such a zone has a significant
influence on the hydraulic conditions in the near-field of the excavated drifts and,
consequently, may have an impact on the results of hydraulic tests in the near-field.
Careful planning of such tests is required, as weil as implementation of appropriate
two-phase interpretation tools, if strong effects from the unsaturated· zone are
observed and are to be avoided.

It has been shown that, during construction and operation of tunnel systems, the
development of an unsaturated zone induced by the tunnel ventilation has an
influence on the water inflow measurements to such tunnels (VOMVORIS & FRIEG,
1992; KULL et al., 1993). This can lead to an overestimation of the real large-scale
permeability, or so-called macropermeability, of large areas of rock. After closure of a
repository, it is important to know whether the unsaturated zone will have an influence
on the resaturation behaviour of the rock and the near-field hydraulics and over what
timescales. When it is not a short-term temporary and reversible 'phenomenon, there
c1early could be a significant effect on migration of radionuclides from the near-field.

The two key parameters for the detection of an unsaturated zone in the near-field of a
tunnel are water potential and water content of the rock. In the framework of Phase 3
of the ventilation test, Nagra established a technique for defining the relevant
parameters by discrete, direct measurements.

The direct measurement of the water potential was successfully performed with
thermocouple-psychrometers. The results show that an unsaturated zone - in terms of
negative water potentials - could clearly be observed up to a depth of 1.6 m behind
the tunnel wall. The maximum measured values were nearly - 3.5 MPa at a depth of
2 cm from the tunnel wall. The desaturation and resaturation experiments
demonstrated the development of an unsaturated zone as a function of the tunnel
ventilation.
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Measurements of the in-situ water content in the rock were performed with time
domain reflectometry; the equipment and corresponding technique were specially
modified for low-permeability crystalline rock. The experiments showed that such
measurements are still quite difficult; at the moment, only relative changes in water
content, but not absolute values, can be measured. During the resaturation
experiments, no clear trend in water content changes could be detected. Inthe
desaturation experiments, only near the tunnel surface could a slight decrease in
water content be measured.

The hydraulic potentials observed in isolated intervals of two boreholes parallel to the
ventilation drift slightly decreased during the desaturation experiment and increased
during the resaturation phase. These reactions indicate that no significant changes in
the overall hydraulic conductivity ("macropermeability") occur during the experiment.
The tests performed also indicated no irreversible effects; confirmation of these results
with future experiments would mean that this phenomenon is not expected to playa
relevant role in the long-term.

Observations of the hydraulic heads in the vicinity of an excavated tunnel in the
Stripa-Mine showed an increase of the heads following the excavation of the
Validation Drift (SCV-Projekt) which was attributed to the development of an
unsaturated zone induced by degassing and ventilation (OLSSON, 1992). The
observations in the ventilation drift at the Grimsel Test Site show no such effects;
although this statement should be qualified by noting that the test set-up in the two
cases was only partially similar.

KULL et al. (1993) showed that it is possible to determine the mean permeability, or
macropermeability, of a hydrogeologically representative underground rock volume
with relatively low waterinflow rates by performing an in-situ ventilation test. The
permeability can be estimated from the inflow rates and the hydraulic gradients near
the tunnel surface.

From an operational point of view, it is clear that such tests can only be conducted in
separate tunnel sections or drifts. For tunnels under construction, an alternative
method should be developed. In this case Nagra developed such an approach during
Phase 3 of the GTS programme for estimating the inflow into the tunnel from low
permeability rock sections by discrete measurements of the evaporation rate at the
tunnel wall. A so-called Evapometer was constructed where the vapor flux at the
tunnel surface is calculated from "climate" measurements. Such climate
measurements consist of the difference in the temperature and relative humidity of
two air streams (inflow/outflow) in a measurement cell. It was shown that the vapor
flux mainly depends on humidity changes in the tunnel and on the heterogeneous
geology of the different structural units which make up the host rock. In the brittle
reactivated shear zones, the vapor flux is about 1-2 times higher than in the
granodiorite matrix. In the lamprophyre dykes and around the extension structures,
the flow is less than or equal to that of the matrix.

In addition to a stationary Evapometer, a mobile version was constructed and
successfully utilized during this Phase. A tunnel section could successively be
"scanned" with a few Evapometers.

The water balance over an investigated area or, equivalently, water flux into the tunnel
is one valuable input parameter for calibration of hydrodynamic models for a given
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site. Knowledge of the hydraulic gradients in the rock around the same area also
allows an estimation to be made of the effective hydraulic conductivity. The potential
of discrete Evapometer measurements for estimating the mean water flux into a tunnel
section was investigated. A first study was performed with the objective of estimating
water flux into a tunnel section assuming the geostatistical characteristics of the
discrete point (Evapometer) f1ux measurements. The study focused on the evaluation
of the marginal gain of each additional measurement with respect to the precision of
the water flux estimate.

Comparison with the ventilation test results (KULL et al., 1993) shows that the
calculated amount of total inflow in this study (Chapter 4) was about a factor of 2
lower. It is speculated that this is due to additional drying out of the rock during the
ventilation experiment itselt, which removes extra water trom the pore space. Such
effects may lead to an overestimation of the permeability of the rock section under
study. Water balance estimation in low-permeability rocks using a combination of
Evapometer measurements in low-permeability units and collecting water with plastic
sheeting in higher-permeability units appears to be a promising complementary
method.

In conclusion, the benefitsgained from Nagra's investigations in the ventilation drift
during GTS Phase 3 can be summarized as:

improving understanding of the processes relevant to characterization of the
repository near-field (e.g. development of an unsaturated zone and indications on
its reversibility)

setting priorities on future activities in underground laboratories (e.g.
macropermeability experiments versus Evapometer measurements)

reinforcing the ability to design and optimize underground exploration programs
(e.g. strategy tor water balance calculations)
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